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1. Introduction

The research presented in this special issue focuses on sub-
liminal techniques to improve human-computer interaction.
Human- and computer-based interactions are ubiquitous
in our everyday lives—everything from our mobiles, iPods,
to a variety of computer systems creates serious cognitive
demands when switching from one to the next. When used
simultaneously, extra cognitive demands are placed on us
and the likelihood of success is dependent upon our ability
to apportion attention to multiple tasks simultaneously. To
alleviate the cognitive load associated with interacting with
varied computing-based devices, common UI’s and modes
of operation should be implemented, significantly reducing
the amount of information we must store and recall. In
addition, subtle cues which could be emitted from the device
to assist us during our interactions, prompting us toward
the appropriate action required to effectively complete a task.
These cues could be delivered in a variety of (communication
channels), for instance, visual or auditory cues could be pro-
vided according to the specific nature of the current activity.

In order to implement these features, UIs must be
provided with the means to detect the nature of the current
interaction set, provide the subliminal cues across appro-
priate channels, and evaluate their success. This approach
would benefit from a significant collaborative effort from
a range of disciplines: engineering, neuroscience, computer
science, psychophysiology, and related fields. The result
of this approach provides exciting challenges which will

significantly impact society at large, making significant
contributions toward a more natural, convenient, and even
relaxing future human-computer interface.

The main idea is to “inject” information into the
human mind below active awareness, thus transferring
supplementary information in a subliminal style without
adding load on the cognitive channel. The main benefit of
this approach would be the reception of additional, essential
information even in the case where (almost) no capacity
is left for information transmission in a traditional way. It
is anticipated that, for example, events of sudden danger
will benefit from using this technology. Nevertheless, the
question if subliminal persuasion actually works is still open;
however, it has, in case of proven functionality, a potential
to reduce cognitive load, stress, or incorrect decisions.
This assumption is based on the result of cognitive and
social psychologists, who have learnt that stimuli presented
subliminally can have a considerable influence over a variety
of cognitive processes, possibly even behavior.

Recently, there have been some attempts to extend cur-
rent user interfaces by means of subliminal communication,
with examples being multimedia-driven learning environ-
ments, or operating and servicing assistants. However, most
user interfaces are still mainly based on symbolic com-
munication. Symbolic communication utilizes a selection
of graphical symbols (like icons), symbolic gestures (e.g.,
pointing movements), or verbal commands. The meaning of
such interaction elements might be depending on everyday
experience, is defined in style guides, or is given by the
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developer arbitrarily. This results in a distinct code a user has
to learn in order to successfully operate the system. In case
the symbols used in the interface are not widely spread and
understood, a steep learning curve is the consequence.

In contrast to this, subliminal communication requires
the integration of spontaneous interaction mechanisms.
These mechanisms are characterized by occasionally unex-
pected actions and results. Therefore, usage of predefined
interaction elements is no longer possible in the realm of
subliminal communication, because it does not operate on
distinguishable semantic units, but rather on continuous
transitions among multimodal communication channels.
Typical examples of this are natural body movements and
nuances in speech of a user as an indicator for specific
psychophysiological states, as well as color and shape of
graphical user interface elements besides vibro-tactile and
acoustic feedback of a system. However, the absence of
predefined elements imposes a big challenge on developers
who want to implement subliminal communication for
human computer interfaces. Efficient human computer
interaction has to be ensured, without knowing in advance
the relationship of user input and required system actions.

2. Summary of Submitted Manuscripts

The special issue at hand received 12 high-quality man-
uscripts, which have undergone a rigorous peer-review
process where the manuscripts were reviewed by two to four
reviewers each. In the end, 5 manuscripts were selected for
publication in this issue of the AHCI Journal.

In the first paper of this special issue entitled “Benefits of
subliminal feedback-loops in human-computer interaction”
W. Ritter presents a new approach for adaptive user inter-
faces whereby analogue signals obtained from the user are
deployed to subliminally alter and adapt the interface with
the aim of improving some aspect of the user performance
and/or experience. Instead of predefined mappings, the used
approach is based on an evolutionary feedback-loop. Two
presented studies provide support for the proposed solution
by confirming significant positive effects regarding perfor-
mance of users in concentration-intensive games, where the
interface or the environment has been adapted in subliminal
steps based on physiological signals. In the first study, evolu-
tionary feedback loops adjusted the user interface of a mem-
ory game, whereas in the second study the lighting of the
test-room was adjusted dynamically. The results show that in
settings with an evolutionary feedback-loop test participants
were able to reach significantly higher scores compared to the
static counterparts. By now, the studies covered short-term
effects only (six- and ten-minute game-duration), and long-
term effects of such evolutionary feedback-loops were left out
and will be investigated in future.

In the paper “Subliminal cues while teaching: HCI tech-
nique for enhanced learning” P. Chalfoun and C. Frasson
discusses results from an empirical study conducted with a
subliminal teaching technique aimed at enhancing learner’s
performance in intelligent systems through the use of
physiological sensors. The applied technique uses carefully

designed positive and negative subliminal cues and projects
them under the learner’s perceptual visual threshold. A
positive cue “answer cue” is a hint aiming to enhance the
learner’s inductive reasoning abilities and projected in a way
to help him/her figure out the solution faster but more
importantly better. A negative cue “miscue” is also used and
aims obviously at the opposite (distract the learner or lead
him to the wrong conclusion). The results obtained impres-
sively show that only subliminal cues, not miscues, could
significantly increase learner’s performance and intuition in a
logic-based problem solving task. Nonintrusive physiological
sensors (EEG for recording brainwaves, heart rate and skin
response to record skin conductivity) were used to record
affective and cerebral responses throughout the experiment.
The descriptive analysis, combined with the physiological
data, provides compelling evidence for the positive impact
of answer cues on learning and intuitive decision making in
a logic-based problem solving paradigm.

In the third paper of this special issue M. Pasetto and S.
O. Barbati have identified that driving is mainly the result
of a psychological process that translates data, signals and
direct/indirect messages into behavior, which is continuously
adapted to the exchange of varying stimuli between man,
environment, and vehicle. These stimuli are, however, at
times not perceived and at others perceived but not under-
stood by the driver, leading to unsafe behavior of vehicle
drivers. In the paper “How the interpretation of drivers’
behavior in virtual environment can become a road design
tool. A Case Study” they analyzed driver behavior and the
dynamic parameters of vehicle motion (i.e., vehicle operating
speeds, accelerations and decelerations) after variations in
road layout and environmental conditions (e.g., daytime and
night driving) for both real driving and virtual environments
(i.e., driving simulator). They have demonstrated that the
driving simulator is not only a laboratory tool useful for
reproducing the trajectory of vehicles in a road environment
in a dynamic way, but also an instrument that can forecast
drivers’ behavior in different situations. During several tests
in different scenarios, a statistical comparability has been
verified between speeds measured in both the virtual and real
environment. In practice, the study puts in evidence when
and how the road environment can really be changed in order
to become more persuasive for the road users. The virtual
environment has the potential to ascertain to what degree
this can be done.

In the paper entitled “The sensorium: A multimodal
neurofeedback environment”, Th. Hinterberger presents a
neurofeedback interface that allows people to experience
signals from their subliminal psycho-physiological processes
visually and auditorily using a thought translation device. In
contrast to conventional neurofeedback devices the proposed
“Sensorium” focuses on the conscious experiencing of the
complex body signals rather than on the self-regulation of a
specific component. In the presented pilot study, test subjects
have been exposed to their ongoing brain and heart signals.
Almost all of them reported an increase in well-being and
furthermore, of a widening in their body consciousness.

C. Wolff describe in their paper “A functional driver ana-
lyzing concept” an overall system architecture for analyzing
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drowsiness or inattentiveness of the car driver by detecting
the driving style of a person. For driving style analysis, they
used vehicle data from the CAN-bus only.

3. Conclusion

The authors of this special issue show very diverse
approaches to an implementation of subliminal communica-
tion in human-computer interaction. We believe that it not
only illustrates the potential of the application of subliminal
techniques for improving human-computer interaction, but
also highlights that there are still technical difficulties and
unresolved problems limiting a broader deployment in the
near future. In the end, we would like to thank all the authors,
reviewers as well as the editorial staff of Hindawi for their
excellent work during the whole review process.

Andreas Riener
Guido Kempter

Timo Saari
Kenneth Revett
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A lot of efforts have been directed to enriching human-computer interaction to make the user experience more pleasing or efficient.
In this paper, we briefly present work in the fields of subliminal perception and affective computing, before we outline a new
approach to add analog communication channels to the human-computer interaction experience. In this approach, in addition
to symbolic predefined mappings of input to output, a subliminal feedback loop is used that provides feedback in evolutionary
subliminal steps. In two studies involving concentration-intensive games, we investigated the impact of this approach. In a first
study evolutionary feedback loops adjusted the user interface of a memory game whereas in the second study the lighting of the
test room was adjusted dynamically. The results show that in settings with an evolutionary feedback loop test participants were
able to reach significantly higher scores compared to the static counterparts. Finally, we discuss the impact that such subliminally
working applications might have on the user’s acceptance.

1. Introduction

Would it not be great if working with our computers would
somehow magically make us feel better about ourselves and
increase our performance, computers that feel a little bit
more emotional than these cold static subjects we are used
to? Could computer systems make us more productive by
subliminally influencing us?

The idea of influencing human beings by means of
subliminal stimuli has been prevalent since a long time. The
famous experiment by Vicary in 1957, where he claimed
to have subliminally persuaded visitors of a cinema to buy
more Coke and Popcorn, drew big attention to the topic
of subliminal persuasion. Even governments were concerned
about the impact that such subliminal persuasion might have
on the public and therefore prohibited its use. However,
this experiment has been identified as fake a few years later
[1]. Still, many seem to take the fake Vicary experiment
as real and as a successful demonstration of the power of
subliminal persuasion—even the laws remained, although
many scientists doubt that subliminal persuasion actually
works [2].

In this regard, it is important to make a differentiation
between the terms subliminal persuasion and subliminal
perception [3]. Scientific evidence for subliminal perception
is well established [4–6] whereas scientific support for
subliminal persuasion is seen critically [3].

Kunst-Wilson and Zajonc [4] found out in their experi-
ments that the effect of subliminal perception highly depends
on the query directed to the subjects afterwards. People were
presented with subliminal presentations of geometrical
figures. Afterwards, when they had to identify the figures
that were presented to them, they could not remember—
their answers seemed to be by chance. However, when asked
about which figures they liked more, they more often than
by chance selected figures that were subliminally presented
before. This seems to clearly indicate that subliminally
presented information can have an effect on the feelings
of persons. The familiarity aspect might be the cause for
this [5].

Closely related to subliminal perception is the matter
of unconscious information processing. If we can perceive
information without being aware of it, can this information
also be processed unconsciously? Furthermore, could it be
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that information already stored somewhere in our brain
might be processed further and help us for example in the
process of making decisions while we sleep? Perrig et al. [5]
mention the example of Poincare, a French mathematician,
who came to great insights during overnight. Also the
experiments performed by Dijksterhuis support this theory.
He suggests that the unconscious is a much more powerful
processor than the conscious [7]. Gigerenzer also stresses the
power of the unconscious in decision making [8].

Bargh et al. [6] found out in their study that behavior
of persons can be influenced by subliminal or unconsciously
processed information. They found out that by activating
an elderly stereotype in persons by presenting them words
closely related to the elderly, they walked more slowly
after the experiment than persons that were shown other
words. Kay et al. [9] showed that also the presence of
physical objects can influence person’s behavior even though
it was not consciously registered. Dijksterhuis [10] found
evidence that self-esteem of persons can be enhanced by
subliminal conditioning. Custers and Aarts conclude in
their review and analysis of research regarding pursuit
of goals outside conscious awareness that basic processes
required for goal pursuit can take place without conscious
awareness [11].

All these findings show that information outside the
context of conscious awareness can influence the feeling
and behavior of a person. While this is still different from
being able to actually persuade a person to do something
subliminally, these insights might be of benefit in the realm
of human-computer interaction (HCI). Having a computer
system that actively uses these findings might help to enrich
HCI and thus positively influence the performance of a user.

Before using this in a practical application, however, it is
important to clarify the notion of subliminal stimuli. Merikle
and Joordens [12] investigated whether or not perception
without awareness (unconscious perception) and perception
without attention (i.e., stimuli outside the focus of attention
are perceived) share the same underlying concept. They
concluded that these concepts might indeed be closely
related. In the realm of HCI, this could mean that it might
not be necessary to have stimuli below the absolute threshold
level of a person, which would be different for each individual
person. It might actually be sufficient if users concentrated
on a task do not notice given stimuli, that is, stimuli can not
be identified verbally. In our work, whenever we use the word
subliminal, we therefore refer to the threshold of conscious
awareness, also referred to as subjective threshold [13].

Another important aspect in HCI is that of communi-
cation itself. Communication regarding computer systems
currently is mostly limited to symbolic communication.
Everything we enter into a computer is mapped to a
specific meaning, LIKE every keypress, every menu selection,
every mouse movement. HCI is mostly reduced to the
content aspect of communication. However, as research on
human communication has shown, there are more levels in
communication. von Thun [14] describes a four-earmodel
where each ear is directed to another aspect in com-
munication (content, appeal, relationship, self-disclosure).
Watzlawick et al. [15] propose that every communication

besides the content aspect also features a relation aspect.
Norman [16] describes three levels of information process-
ing: the visceral level (mostly unconscious, automated), the
behavioral level (learned skills—mostly subconscious), and
the reflective level (conscious processing, self-awareness),
also suggesting that communication involves more than
the content-aspect. Picard [17] points out that humans
engage in interactions with computers in very much the
same way as in face-to-face interactions between persons,
attributing emotional awareness to machines. However,
on the computer side human-computer interaction is
still mostly limited to explicit symbolic communication.
Kempter et al. [18] propose that human-computer interac-
tion should be enriched by a nonsymbolic form of analog
communication.

Symbolic communication in HCI mostly consists of
using a combination of icons, gestures, and textual or even
verbal commands [19]. Metaphors are introduced helping to
translate between the computer and human worlds [20]. Still,
the meaning of these components might depend on everyday
experiences, culture, and prior knowledge. Often meaning is
defined in style guides or even assigned arbitrarily by devel-
opers, requiring the user to learn new paradigms. However,
there have already been efforts to enrich symbolic user inter-
faces with aspects of analog communication, like in oper-
ating and servicing assistants [21] or multimedia enhanced
learning environments [18, 21]. Kempter et al. [18] point
out that analog communication in the HCI context is about
integration of spontaneous interaction mechanisms. The
main challenge therefore is the question of how to integrate
analog communication channels into applications without
defining explicit mappings between user input and system
responses.

In interpersonal communication, visceral recognition
and impulsive reactions are explained by subliminal
stimulus- and reaction patterns that arose from evolution
and are independent of conscious cognition [22]. It is seen as
evolutionary adjustment of the expression to the impression
[18], meaning that a communicative impulse can evolve
because of the effects it was able to invoke in the recipients
and where these effects have been proven to be of advantage
in the course of evolution. Kempter and Ritter [23] therefore
propose that in HCI, for example, graphical user interfaces
could be adjusted by similar evolutionary processes. As a
basis for these evolutionary processes, continuous infor-
mation about physiological reactions of the human body
could be evaluated to determine whether or not a certain
reaction had the desired effect. These evolved cause-effect
relationships, however, should not be communicated to the
user to avoid symbolic interpretation of them.

In this paper, we are going to extend on the ideas pre-
sented in [23] and evaluate how we can enrich the human-
computer interaction by analog communication channels.
In the next section, we will briefly look at related work,
before we show two different examples where we used analog
communication channels in an evolutionary way to enhance
the performance of users.
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2. Related Work

The idea or desire for computer systems that are emotional
is probably as old as computers themselves. Even HAL,
the protagonist from Arthur C. Clarke’s Space Odyssey was
able to recognize and express emotions [24]. In 1997, the
topic gained new interest with Picard’s proposal for Affective
Computing, encompassing computing that relates to, arises
from, or deliberately influences emotion or other affective
phenomena [17, page 3]. The idea is to make computers more
humanlike in making them aware of the emotional state of
a user. This will help them in decision making and should
therefore enhance the overall experience of the interaction
with computers. This might also enable completely new fields
of use as outlined by Picard. Norman [25] even goes so far as
to say that in future intelligent systems need to be able to have
emotions to be successful.

One major aspect of making computers aware of the
user’s emotion is in analyzing the channels over which such
emotions are transported. There are different approaches
on how to access these. Psychophysiological signals play
a major role in looking inside a user [26], a prominent
example might be that of lie detectors. But also from other
channels, emotional state can be deduced. Batliner et al.
[27], for example, propose a system for automatic processing
and classification of emotional features from speech analysis.
Neviarouskaya et al. [28] showed that deducing affect
from text messages delivers valuable information about the
emotional state and can be used to give users a more explicit
feedback about the emotions of the other part in computer-
mediated communication between persons like, for example,
in virtual world games like Second Life.

The benefit of emotional awareness of machines is
not only seen in enhancing decision making processes as
described by Picard. Also media-based applications could be
enhanced by taking emotional state information into account
as pointed out in [29]. Hui et al. [30] present a model to
estimate the level of disruption as a basis to adjust the user
interface to the user’s current needs. The idea to adapt user
interfaces to the emotional state of a user, however, also bears
some risks. Paymans [31] discusses the usability tradeoffs
regarding learnability in adaptive environments.

Work is also done in the area of standardizing the format
of exchanging emotional state information to share such
information among different applications and platforms,
making it easier to create new emotion-aware applications
[32].

So is making computers emotion aware the key to making
them easier to use? The works listed above seem to support
this thesis. However, R. S. Lazarus and B. N. Lazarus [33]
point out that emotions are something intrinsically personal.
To understand our own or another’s emotions is to understand
the ways people interpret the significance of daily events in their
lives, and how these events affect their personal well-being [33,
page 5]. Norman [25] describes this problem as the lack of
common ground between human and machines. How could
computer systems ever become aware—even only in a very
small way—of all the things that contribute to our emotions?
An interesting question therefore arises: do computers have

Symbolic
communication

Gestures

Physiology
· · ·

Behavior

Speech

Analog
communication

Facial expressions

Figure 1: Typical human-computer interaction by symbolic encod-
ing. Analog channels are not seen by the computer.

to be aware of our emotions, or would awareness of some
of the underlying processes (or indications thereof) be
sufficient?

The work presented in this paper differs in a major
aspect from the works described above. Instead of finding
mappings of certain features to specific meanings (i.e.,
emotional states), we propose a model based on real analog
communication. By this, we mean strictly nonsymbolic
communication. In this approach, no explicit mappings
between features and meanings are defined in advance by the
developer and no discrete emotions are interpreted by the
system.

3. An Approach to Evolutionary
Feedback Loops

As pointed out above, typical human-computer interaction
is forced into symbolic communication. Only predefined
vocabulary can be used to communicate (see Figure 1).
Everything users want to communicate to the computer has
to be encoded in a tunnel of symbolic communication to
pass the virtual wall between human and computers. Analog
signals emitted by the person are not seen by the computer.

One way to enrich the communication between users
and their computers could be to actually look into the
symbolic communication stream for hints about emotional
content (like done, e.g., in [28]). Another way to enrich
communication would be to simply tear another hole into
the wall between humans and computers, for allowing more
channels, many of them being analog and unconscious
by nature, to pass through (one example would be [27]).
Here the question arises, how this newly gained analog
information should be processed. Typically, this information
is classified and mapped to an explicit meaning. We propose
to introduce an evolutionary feedback loop between users
and computers, without explicit mappings of inputs to
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Analog feedback

Analog input

Symbolic
communication

Gestures

Physiology
· · ·

Behavior

Speech

Facial expressions

Figure 2: Enriched human-computer interaction by additional
analog channels.

outputs. The computer would receive additional analog (not
explicitly encoded) input and would also provide analog (not
explicitly encoded) output back to the user, resulting in an
analog feedback loop as illustrated in Figure 2. Users and
machines could then be able to develop an implicit feeling
about the interaction process, without being aware of it or
its meaning, just like persons mostly can not pinpoint what
actually influenced their impression about another person
but have learned it implicitly over the course of evolution.

In the following sections, we present two studies where
we tested this approach. We made use of evolutionary
user environment adaptations based on psychophysiological
responses of users in the hope to increase their mental
performance while playing certain games. In the first study,
we adjusted the user interface of a memory game during
gameplay. In the second study, we adjusted the lighting
situation of the room during gameplay.

The games for both studies share the requirement for
high levels of attentiveness and memory capabilities on
the user’s part. According to studies, these two states are
supported by a high level of psychophysiological activa-
tion (arousal) [34]. The concept of psychophysiological
arousal has been introduced by Duffy [35] and has been
further referenced in many studies: e.g., [26, 36–38]. Skin
conductance has proven to be an efficient indicator for
arousal and became popular not the least because of its
unproblematic measurement. Furthermore, a relationship
between stimulus-dependent skin conductance reactions and
memory capabilities has already been proven [39]. Therefore,
we decided to use skin conductance reactions as input source
for the adaptive feedback system in our studies.

The feedback system of our approach is based on a
genetic algorithm. Genetic algorithms fit well into the idea of
resembling evolution for adjusting certain interface features,
as they are modeled after natural evolution [40–42]. In
genetic algorithms, certain properties (genes) are defined

in a chromosome, most often encoded as a bit pattern.
A collection of such chromosomes (also referred to as
individuals) forms one generation of a population. Among
the population, a breeding process creates new offspring.
Hereby individuals that proved to be successful (determined
by a fitness function) are more likely to take part in the
breeding process than weaker ones. This breeding process
is done by recombination of individuals. Offspring (new
individuals) is created by taking one part of one parent and
another part of another parent. In our feedback system,
two parents generate two new individuals (children). A
crossover point is determined randomly based on a Gaussian
distribution around the center point of the chromosomes.
This crossover point splits the chromosomes of the parents
into two parts. The first part of parent one and the second
part of parent two form the first child. The second part of
parent one plus the first part of parent two form the second
child. After this recombination, mutation can occur to the bit
patterns of the new children. This mutation flips individual
bits of the encoding with a given probability (P = .02 in
both of our studies). The newly generated children then
form a new population whereas the parents are singled out.
The population size from generation to generation is kept
constant in our system. In both studies, we chose a relatively
small population size of six due to the limited duration of the
games and the requirement to evaluate all individuals based
on the physiological reactions of the participants.

3.1. Adaptive User Interface of a Memory Game. For the first
study, we implemented a memory game, where users would
have to find matching card pairs. Once a card pair was found,
both cards could no longer be uncovered (i.e., they were
out of the game). In this memory game, interface elements
like background color, text size and color, and border size
and color were encoded into 15 bit string chromosomes
(see Figure 3). The first three bits represent eight variations
of border color, followed by three bits representing the
variations of background color, one bit for two different sizes
of the text font (40 or 50 points), two bits for four variations
of border width (0−3 pixels), three bits for eight variations
of text color, and three bits representing the variations
of the background color of the cards. All color variations
were shades of gray between 0 and 100%. The initial set
of interface configurations was created randomly but held
constant among the test participants. During the game,
these interface configurations were evolved by the genetic
algorithm. The transition from one interface configuration
to the next was performed in hardly recognizable (i.e.,
subliminal) steps by the system. Each transition between two
interface states was animated over a period of five seconds
in 20 steps. This interface transition was triggered by the
first click on a card. After uncovering the second card, the
current interface configuration was evaluated by the system.
The skin conductance level at the moment of uncovering
the second card formed the baseline while the average
of all increases from this point on during the evaluation
period of five seconds determined the fitness value for the
current configuration. Once all interface configurations were
applied, a new set of chromosomes was created by the
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Figure 3: User interface property encoding in a 15-bit string.
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Figure 4: SCR parametrization used in this study (a). Skin conductance level (b). Card show events (c).

genetic algorithm. Figure 4 shows the various scenarios for
skin conductance reactions (SCRs) parametrization used as
fitness function for the genetic algorithm as well as the
evaluation of periods of arousal.

3.1.1. Method. To test the effects of the adaptive user
interface version of our memory game, we used two different
setups. In the first setup, we compared static user interfaces
to predefined interface changes whereas in the second setup,
we compared static user interfaces to adaptive ones. In the
first setup, 17 persons (ten female, seven male) participated.
14 of them (eight female, six male) then also participated in
the second setup. The order of static and changing interfaces
has been randomized in both setups to avoid succession
effects. The participants’ age ranged between 21 and 52 years.
Participants did not know that the interface of the memory
game would change during the game to avoid them paying
extra attention to changing interface properties.

In both setups, the memory game featured 50 card
pairs (100 cards), showing photographs of landscapes of
northern Europe. One game session lasted for six minutes.
The number of discovered card pairs within this time frame
was recorded as performance indicator.

During the game, skin conductance was measured using
a Varioport biosignal recorder of Becker Meditec (Karlsruhe,
D). Ag/AgCl electrodes were attached to the inside of the
palm of the nondominant hand of the test participants to
measure skin conductance.

Our hypothesis was that the version with evolutionary
user interface adaptations should show a higher count of
discovered card pairs than the static variant. Also the level
of arousal should be higher in this setting than the static one
according to the basic theoretical model for our system.

3.1.2. Results. The results of the first setup show that during
the static interface phase participants solved significantly
more card pairs on average (Mstatic = 8.7 solved card pairs)
than during the predefined user interface-changes phase
(Mpredefined = 6.7 solved card pairs; P = .041). At first, we
did not find any significant changes regarding the arousal
level between the two settings by comparing the average
skin conductance responses within the evaluation periods.
However, when we compared the time for which positive
SCRs occurred during the evaluation windows, we did find
significant differences between the two settings (P = .026).
The average SCR time for the static user interface was
Mstatic = 110 ms whereas the adjusting user interface only
accounted for Mpredefined = 82 ms of arousal time within
the evaluation window (see Figure 5). These results are in
accordance to the results of a study by Lewis and Critchley
[39] that connects higher arousal levels to better memory
performance.

In the second setup, participants who were playing the
static version of the memory game solved significantly less
card pairs on average (Mstatic = 8.9 solved card pairs) than
those who played the variant with evolutionary interface
changes (Mevolutionary = 12.9 solved card pairs; P = .018).
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Figure 5: Arousal levels and numbers of card pairs solved for the first (1) and second (2) setting.

This equals a 44.9% increase of solved card pairs from
the static to the adaptive version of the game. Also the
parameters of average SCR time during the evaluation
periods showed significant differences. Players of the static
interface variant showed Mstatic = 154 ms of arousal time
whereas the group playing the variant with evolutionary
interface changes showed Mevolutionary = 211 ms (P = .033).

In both settings, a training effect between the two setups
can be seen. However, the increase of performance between
the setting with predefined user interface changes of the first
setup versus the setting with evolved user interface changes of
the second setup is much more pronounced than in the static
variant between the two setups. This clearly seems to support
our hypothesis that evolutionary interfaces indeed can have
positive effects on a user’s memory performance.

During the final debriefing test, persons were asked if
they recognized any changes to the memory interface during
the gameplay. None of them were aware of any interface
changes, even though the final appearance of the game was
vastly different (see Figure 6).

3.2. Adaptive Lighting Supported Concentration Games. In
this study, we wanted to test if we could enhance the
performance of users in concentration games by adjusting
the light setting in the room where they were playing.

Besides the memory game from our previous study we
introduced four more concentration games for selection: In
a simple calculation game, users had to decide if a presented
result of additions and subtractions was wrong or right.
In another game, a collection of black and white dots was
presented and users had to determine without counting
whether there were more black or white dots. Another game,
showed a list of letters where users had to determine if a
given word could be constructed out of the presented letters.
Finally, a text-based memory game showed a list of words
for two minutes. After this time, the users were asked if
certain words had been included in the list shown before. The

duration of all games was set to 10 minutes (see Figure 7 for
an illustration).

Besides the gaming computer, the test system featured
eight light-control circuits based on the Digital Addressable
Lighting Interface (DALI; (see http://www.dali-ag.org/ for
more information)) protocol, each attached to indirect 80 W
fluorescent lighting devices. One half of the circuits featured
yellow/red light (2700 K), the other half white/blue light
(8000 K) (see Figure 8). By varying the light intensity of
each circuit, the system could produce light situations in an
almost continuous gradient between the two color extremes,
and also vary the light distribution in the room. To control
this light system, we developed a lighting control system
that featured the same genetic algorithm as in the previous
experiment, but instead of encoding user interface properties
in the bit string, we encoded different lighting setups. For
this, we used a representation with 32 bits. Each control
circuit was represented by four bits giving 16 variations of
brightness levels between 3 and 100%.

The starting set of light parameters (the initial popula-
tion) was generated randomly but held constant among the
test participants. These light parameters were then evolved
during the gameplay. The transition from one light setup
to the next was kept at a level where persons would not
recognize the change while playing the game. For this, a
transition from one lighting setup to the next was animated
in dynamically calculated increments of one to five steps
per update (depending on the distance between the current
and target state), with updates for all lighting devices being
issued each second. Light levels in DALI are represented with
integer values from 0 to 254 (0 to 100%). Once a transition
from one setup to the other completed, the evaluation
period (20 seconds) was invoked. The evaluation used the
same time-of-activation-based parametrization as described
in the memory experiment. After evaluation of the current
light setup, the next transition was invoked. Once all of
the individuals of a population had been evaluated, a new
generation was evolved.
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Figure 6: Final appearances of evolved user interfaces.

3.2.1. Method. To test the effectiveness of our system, we
tested two setups. One setup featured static lighting whereas
the other featured adaptive lighting. A total of six partici-
pants (four male, two female) played games in both setups.
The order of the setups as well as the games was randomized
to prevent succession effects. Test participants in total played
17 games in the static setting and 16 in the adaptive setting.
The test participants’ age ranged from 24 years to 45 years.

The test participants were not informed about the
different setups and the adaptive lighting. They were told
to play a concentration game and should go for the highest
possible score. Questioned afterwards, the test persons did
not notice the lighting changes during the game sessions.

During the game, test participants wore a sensor glove
that continuously measured skin conductance and trans-
mitted it wirelessly to the gaming computer that used this
information as basis for fitness assignments of the genetic
algorithm (see Figure 9).

Our hypothesis was that in games played under the
evolutionary light adaptations setting a higher total score
should be achieved than in the games performed under static
lighting.

3.2.2. Results. The comparison of the mean values of the
normalized game scores (M) for the two settings shows a
significant increase of performance for the adaptive session
(Madaptive = 87.8, P = .01) versus the static one (Mstatic =
73.13). This considerable 20% increase of the participants’
performance in the concentration games indicates that
evolutionary adapted light situations might indeed be able
to improve performance for such games. One issue we
encountered in this study was the relatively slow performance
of DALI, limiting our maximum possible update rate for
the light levels. With eight individually controllable lights,
the system was limited to one update per lighting device
per second (a total of 8 updates per second). This caused
relatively long transition times between one setup to the next,
thus limiting the performance of the genetic algorithm.

4. Discussion

The results of both studies indicate that there is benefit
in using evolutionary feedback loops to support a user’s
performance. In both studies, we were limited to a relatively
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Figure 7: Four concentration games.
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Figure 8: Lighting setup and feedback loop for the evolutionary light adaptations.

small number of participants. Therefore, the gained statisti-
cal significance levels have to be considered with a level of
uncertainty. A future study with more participants will have
to consolidate these results. Still, as both of these studies
show the same trend of the participants’ performances,

the approach of evolutionary feedback loops in human-
computer interaction seems promising.

On the technical side, at first we were reluctant to
use genetic algorithms in our applications, as evolutionary
algorithms usually are applied in a highly parallel manner,
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Figure 9: Sensor glove for measuring skin conductance wirelessly.

with parallel evaluation of individuals. In our experiments
however, we had to serialize the evaluation of individuals. To
enable the evolution of several generations, we were therefore
forced to keep the population size low.

We only evaluated short-term effects of evolutionary
feedback loops in these studies. It would therefore be
important to see if a beneficiary effect can also be achieved
in a long-term setting or if users would finally get distracted
or even tired of the constant pursue for activation, even if
not noticed consciously. Also it would be interesting to see if
such feedback loops could also improve a user’s perception
of a system. Do they feel comfortable in working with such
systems or in such adaptive environments? Do they regard
the system as more pleasing?

Even more questions arise. While our participants did
not claim to have recognized any adjustment effects during
the games, how would they react once they knew something
was going on in the background. Would they spend more
attention in trying to detect any changes, and thus being
deviated from their primary task which would cause a
negative effect? This risk could be reduced by further
smoothing transitions between two scenarios. In the lighting
setting, this would require an alternative lighting control
circuit with higher bandwidth than DALI. Also great care
has to be taken as to what is being manipulated by the
feedback loop. To not confuse users, we propose to only
adjust elements that are not directly involved in the explicit
interaction process. Constantly changing menus or positions
of vital elements would definitely irritate users and make the
system as a whole unpredictable.

One example often mentioned in affective computing is
that of a virtual agent adjusting its facial expressions to the
emotional state of a user. However, if the classification of
the user’s emotion went wrong, that is, the system does not
behave like the user expected, the user will loose faith in the
system. One major point of our approach is that there is no
such defined linkage between cause and action, therefore,
such a situation should not happen with these feedback
loops.

However, the approach of having something unknown
and therefore uncontrollable evolve in a system that influ-
ences the user’s performance might be frightening, especially
when remembering how emotional computers like HAL
from the 2001: A Space Odyssey finally wreaked havoc.

This raises the question of how emotional machines in
general and such evolutionary feedback loops as used in our
approach in particular have to be designed to be accepted by
users. We propose that it is essential to limit such evolving
feedback loops to nonessential parts of a system. Users must
always be in control—if they do not like what is happening
they have to be able to deactivate the behavior, with the
overall system still remaining intact. In our case, they might
just turn of the switch of the sensor glove or stop wearing it
in first place to stop the evolutionary feedback loop.

So, would it not be great if computers could automati-
cally improve our self-esteem or our behavior by subliminally
presenting stimuli like the ones used in the studies by
Dijksterhuis [10] or Bargh et al. [6]? Actually products
already exist that claim to do just that. The market for audio
tapes or magical software programs that state to subliminally
affect people in a positive way seems to be huge, despite the
lack of scientific proof [2].

However, this raises another concern: if machines can
impact humans without them noticing it, who is in control
of what the machines actually do? Given the huge efforts
taken against subliminal messages in advertising, how would
people react to machines that try to do something to them,
without knowing exactly what they do? As the reported
success of the products mentioned above seems to indicate,
many people appear to be less worried about this. Still,
researchers must not forget their responsibility for the ethical
impact of such work.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we briefly covered current work on the
topics of subliminal perception and affective computing.
We then presented an approach for enriching human-
computer interaction with analog communication channels.
Instead of predefined mappings, this approach is based
on an evolutionary feedback loop. In two studies, we
were able to confirm significant positive effects of this
approach regarding performance of users in concentration
intensive games, where the interface or the environment
has been adapted in subliminal steps based on physiological
signals.

The studies only covered short-term effects (six and
ten minutes game duration) so future work in this field
should investigate the long-term effects of such evolutionary
feedback loops. Also different algorithms for the feedback
loop should be investigated. An interesting option for further
research would be to add more communication channels to
the system, like auditive feedback (for example, computer-
generated music).
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This paper presents results from an empirical study conducted with a subliminal teaching technique aimed at enhancing learner’s
performance in Intelligent Systems through the use of physiological sensors. This technique uses carefully designed subliminal
cues (positive) and miscues (negative) and projects them under the learner’s perceptual visual threshold. A positive cue, called
answer cue, is a hint aiming to enhance the learner’s inductive reasoning abilities and projected in a way to help them figure
out the solution faster but more importantly better. A negative cue, called miscue, is also used and aims at obviously at the
opposite (distract the learner or lead them to the wrong conclusion). The latest obtained results showed that only subliminal cues,
not miscues, could significantly increase learner performance and intuition in a logic-based problem-solving task. Nonintrusive
physiological sensors (EEG for recording brainwaves, blood volume pressure to compute heart rate and skin response to record skin
conductivity) were used to record affective and cerebral responses throughout the experiment. The descriptive analysis, combined
with the physiological data, provides compelling evidence for the positive impact of answer cues on reasoning and intuitive decision
making in a logic-based problem-solving paradigm.

1. Introduction

The use of technology to build Intelligent User Interfaces
(IUI) has revolutionized the way computers interact with
human beings. Examples of these IUIs can be found in
virtually every aspect of our lives, such as mobile media
sharing [1, 2], intelligent vehicular assistance [3], and mental
spelling machines [4]. One growing area of research within
the HCI community recently has been focusing towards
the design of smart interfaces for learning. Indeed, a smart
interface should be able, in a learning context, to detect
the user’s emotional and cognitive states in order to adjust
and adapt the teaching material accordingly. Such adaptive
systems relying on efficient IUIs are known as intelligent
tutoring systems and are comprised of multiple goal-specific
modules to aid the learner. One of these modules, called
the tutor, makes use of cognitive pedagogical strategies and
affective states to properly model human cognition according

to the learner’s constant needs and evolution. The tutor
takes advantage of recent development in IUI to efficiently
communicate with the learner. This multidisciplinary field
of research tries to accomplish this daunting goal of user-
modeling and adaptation by implementing the most recent
evolutions and advances in various research areas such as
artificial intelligence, neuroscience, and cognitive science.
One of those recent advances this past decade has been
the shift in emphasis for cognitive science from learner’s
performance to learner’s experience during learning. Indeed,
affective states, motivation, and knowledge construction
have been extensively measured and explored [5–8] and
have shown that emotions are an important component in
skill acquisition and play a pivotal role in learning. Indeed,
researches in neurosciences and cognitive psychology have
shown that emotions are widely related to diverse cognitive
processes, such as attention, problem solving, and decision-
making [9, 10]. Emotions influence our behavior and play an
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important role in our every-day decision-making processes
[11]. Cognitive activity is also fundamentally related to emo-
tions [12]. Cognitive process such as problem solving and
decision making not only depend but are greatly intertwined
with the individual’s emotional state [13]. Moreover, emo-
tions are essential actors for creative thinking, inspiration,
as well as concentration and motivation [10, 14]. It then
becomes vital for an HCI system to detect and recognize these
emotional and cognitive states, via physiological sensors or
otherwise, and relay them to the pertinent ITS modules.
Hence, learning systems would be able to intelligently adapt
their communication and interaction with learners through
adaptive HCI systems.

Nevertheless, a major component of learning and de-
cision making when solving problems has been mostly
neglected in this research field: human unconscious cogni-
tion. Indeed, the cognitive unconscious as a major player is
the integration and interpretation of complex material with
regards to decision making and possibly learning. To that
end, a large body of work in neuroscience and other fields
has put forth compelling evidence that learning simple-to-
complex information can be done without perception or
complete awareness to the task at hand [15–18]. The idea
that any information projected too fast to be consciously
perceived by a learner (called subliminal projection) has been
the focus of much research in neuroscience and cognitive
psychology. A variety of IUIs have been designed for such
a purpose, ranging from simple two-dimensional interfaces
(2D) to complex 3D immersive ones [19–23]. Furthermore,
the recording of the neural electrical activity, called EEG
activity, present in the brain during the occurrence of these
mental processes is also an active research area in HCI.
Indeed, an IUI that detects brain activity can recognize and
quantify the user’s engagement level in specific activities [24].
However, in the HCI community, EEG activity is mainly
used to construct brain computer interfaces mainly aimed at
character spelling or item recognition [4, 18, 25–27].

Unfortunately, very scarce research in the HCI commu-
nity has employed affect, subliminal priming and EEG for
educational purposes. Indeed, the existence of perceptual
learning without perception has not only been proven, but
also replicated in one study we did two years ago [19]. In this
study, we presented a novel subliminal priming technique
built into an adaptive IUI aimed at boosting performance
by enhancing the learner’s deductive reasoning capabilities.
Our findings concur with the literature: subliminal stimuli,
which is stimuli projected below the threshold of conscious
perception, can enhance learning and increase the deductive
reasoning of learners only if carefully and intelligently
constructed before being integrated into an IUI. However,
this initial study suffered from a major limitation: the
exclusive use of positive subliminal priming (cues designed to
help learning, not hinder or interfere with it). Thus, we did
not know what effect might negative cues, or miscues, have
on learning and performance when integrated into our IUI
system.

In the present paper, we intend to follow up on our
recent study by designing an evolved version of our adaptive
IUI with our novel subliminal learning technique aimed at

enhancing the learner’s inductive learning capabilities. This
new IUI implemented in our tutoring system will marry
positive and negative primes as well as affective sensors in the
stringent 2D environment resembling online tests. Affective
sensors will serve as important indicator of the learner’s
emotional and cerebral state when faced with the decision
of correctly answering a question. When facing a question,
learners can either (a) guess the answer or (b) correctly
infer the solution (since this is an exam and the solution
is not presented to them). We believe that IUIs would be
able to detect both outcomes ((a) and (b)) by recording
and analyzing emotional and cerebral data. We also believe,
based on the extensive literature to that effect, that subliminal
priming should influence both outcomes. We thus intend
to investigate the relevance of augmenting our IUI with
cerebral sensors and using our subliminal teaching technique
by stating two HCI-research questions. First, does integrating
different subliminal cuing types (positive, control, and
miscue) into this newly designed IUI enhance or hamper the
learner’s inductive reasoning capabilities and performance?
Second, what significant physiological impacts can this newly
designed interface with our subliminal teaching technique
have on learner’s performance during question answering as
well as on the entire learning process?

The organization of this paper is as follows: in the first
section, we present previous work related to various aspects
of our research. The second section will discuss priming in
HCI, more specifically from an educational standpoint. The
third section will lay the bases of physiological recordings
and importance to education and learning in general. The
fourth section describes the experiment setup and depicts the
various aspects related to subliminal cues and miscues. The
fifth section presents the obtained results which are discussed
in section six leading to the last section where we conclude
and present future work.

2. Related Work

The present work employs subliminal priming, affect, and
EEG to investigate the possible contribution of priming to
enhance learning and more specifically inductive reasoning.
To the best of our knowledge, there are only two similar
papers in the ITS/AIED (Artificial intelligence in educa-
tion)/HCI community that employ subliminal priming and
EEG in an educational context [28, 29]. The first is our
own work where we presented cerebral evidence, namely,
a P300 component (see background on EEG and affective
data below), to confirm that both cues and miscues were
interpreted in the brain, but with slightly different levels
and amplitudes. The second, however, greatly differs from
ours in two ways: (1) the priming used is of a personal
and not of a cognitive nature (self-words were projected on
the screen instead of cognitive cues and miscues) and (2)
the authors’ main objective was to use priming to enhance
learner’s self-esteem first and foremost. Thus, any observed
performance increase could be considered as a probable
side effect of the higher level of self-esteem reported. In the
present work, cues and miscues were constructed precisely to
enhance performance by augmenting the learner’s inductive
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reasoning abilities. However, we will briefly describe in this
section the work done in other related fields that have been
the driving force behind the inspirations and motivations for
this work.

An existing dissociation between performance and con-
sciousness has been known to neurologists for over 100
years with a disorder called blindsight. Patients in this
condition are unable to indentify anything presented in
one side of their visual field even though their eyes
(retinas) are perfectly healthy. Nevertheless, Poppel showed
that patients with blindsight can unconsciously identify
and process simple visual information presented to their
“blind” side [30]. Furthermore, DeGerder demonstrated that
blindsight patients can recognize and identify complex visual
stimuli (emotional faces) when such stimuli is presented
subliminally [31]. These results, and many others, have
been reproduced successfully on healthy patients and have
contributed to clarify, and more importantly, to justify
the anatomical separation that exists between conscious
and unconscious cognition [32]. Unfortunately, no work in
the HCI community, besides ours [19, 33], has attempted
to use affective and cerebral data in order to assess the
impact of subliminal cues and miscues on the learner’s
performance, deductive and inductive reasoning, as well as
decision making in a problem-solving context. However, a
handful of papers in various fields have claimed the use of
subliminal priming as a support for memory in the HCI
community.

One of the early works regarding the implementation
of subliminal cues for task-supported operation within a
software was the text editor program of Wallace [23]. In
this experiment, Wallace et al. investigated the response of
subjects when requiring help from a text editor. They found
that the frequency at which subjects demanded help was
much lower when the required information was presented
in subliminal matter. Another very important finding is the
fact that all previous studies did not have the intended
results because the projected stimulus did not take into
account the specifications of the computer such as screen
resolution and refresh rate. The memory glasses by DeVaul
et al. [20] used wearable glasses that projects subliminal
cues as a strategy for just-in-time memory support. The
objective was to investigate the effect of various subliminal
cues (correct and misleading) on retention in a word-face
learning paradigm and compare recall performance. Another
use of priming for memory support can be found in the
thesis of Shutte [34], where the author assessed the effects
of brief subliminal primes on memory retention during an
interference task. The thesis examined in detail multiple
parameters of subliminal projections such as duration, rel-
evance, and contract. Although the results of these priming
seemed very encouraging, the author cautions HCI designers
that misusing subliminal priming that can lead to critical
disruptions of ongoing tasks. Further work from Mitchell et
al. [35] has hypothesized that recognition performance in
a standard item-based forgetting paradigm may be altered
by subliminal cues. These authors believe that these cues
can automatically activate different mnemonic strategies,
thus enhancing memory retention and recall. The results

have shown that item-based words primed with the word
“remember” seem to be better retained than “forgot” by a
very slim difference, however. Besides seeming to impact
memory, subliminal priming can also have an emotional
consequence on learners. Very recent work from [21] put
forward an interesting effect that subliminal priming can
have on the self-attribution of authorship of events. Subjects
were asked to compete against a computer in removing
nonwords such as “gewxs” from a computer screen in the
fastest time possible. After a determined amount of time, the
computer would remove the word. Subliminal primes of self-
associated words like “I” and “me” before an action increased
the personal feeling that it was the participant that eliminated
the non-word and not the computer, thus increasing the
feeling of self-authorship of events.

Furthermore, monitoring the emotional reactions of the
learner using physiological sensors in a learning environment
using IUI is quite explored as well. Indeed, the empathic
companion is a good example where multiple physiological
sensors, namely, galvanic skin response, heart rate, and
respiration were taken in real time to analyze and adapt
the tutor to the emotional reactions of the learner in a
virtual 3D ITS [36]. Bosma and André [37] have merged
two techniques in order to resolve ambiguities in dialogue
acts. They used a Bayesian network approach to determine
an emotional state and a finite state machine method to
study the meaning of dialogue acts according to physiological
data. Further research has analyzed a more detailed and
relevant emotional significance of physiological signals,
either in complex learning or gaming [38–41]. There is
unfortunately very scarce work to our knowledge in the HCI
field where EEG and emotional data are used to enhance
or adapt learning according to user’s demands besides two
notable exceptions: (1) Stevens et al. employed a light-weight
EEG monitoring system to evaluate changes in cognitive
workload, engagement and distraction as students acquire
problem solving skills [42], and (2) Chaouachi et al. have
started to investigate the important link that may exist
between affect and mental workload as measured by a well-
known EEG mental engagement index [24].

The current paper is presented through a newly designed
IUI aimed at enhancing the learner’s inductive reasoning.
The new IUI is interplay between subliminal priming, EEG,
and affective data. Thus, a primer on subliminal priming
in HCI will first be presented, followed by a background
survey of EEG and affective data, since these sensors play an
important, and active, part in our study.

3. Subliminal Priming in HCI

As mentioned before, this research focuses on subliminal
stimuli to enhance learning in a tutoring system. Before going
further, we need to clearly establish the terminology that will
be used in this paper. Indeed, the simple mention of the word
subliminal can lead to confusion. We first state that a learner
is consciously perceiving a stimulus if they are fully aware
and able to identify the given stimulus. In the example of a
computer screen saver where one would see a flying white
box over a black computer screen, the fact of identifying the
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white box is sufficient to state that the learner consciously
perceives it. However, if we project very quickly, 10 ms for
example, the letter “A” in Times New Roman 10 points in
light gray in the bottom left corner of the screen, then we can
state that they have consciously perceived the box but not the
letter. This is due to the neurological properties of conscious
perception: the existence of a threshold for conscious access
[15]. It is precisely this threshold that we accept as being the
line between conscious and subconscious perception (that
some can call unconscious as well). The technique used to
project a given stimulus below this threshold of awareness is
called subliminal priming as opposed to a liminal priming
where the stimulus can be consciously perceived above the
threshold.

Moreover, a subliminal stimulus must, therefore, be
presented for a very short time and can vary in inten-
sity, duration, frequency, and shape. It has, however been
established that subliminal stimuli can bias behavior and
even yield better results than no subliminal stimuli under
specific experimental conditions [21, 43]. Indeed, simply
sending subliminal messages without caring for context nor
desired goals and emotions can prove to be inefficient or
simply useless [17, 34]. The cognitive process that takes place
when the stimulus (vocal or visual) is either unattended
or subliminally projected is a stage that we call subliminal
processing. Contrary to popular belief, high-level semantic
processing has been observed during this stage [44]. One
interesting example is an early study by [45], where subjects
were given unattended stimulus in the form of words and
were capable of discriminating between their alternative
meanings. Another fascinating experiment placed forward
the long-term effect of subliminal priming on the visual
system [43]. In this experiment, subjects learned a task
without actually realizing it. Participants were asked to
focus their attention on random letters appearing on a
computer screen while at the same time imperceptible
moving dots in different directions were appearing just
outside of their visual field. After a month’s training, the
participants subconsciously learned to recognize and better
identify the dots movements even if their attention was
concentrated on the letters appearing in their visual field on
the screen.

Furthermore, the impact of subliminal stimuli on behav-
ior has been proven to be reliable only if the stimulus is
goal relevant and people are motivated (either intrinsically
or otherwise) to pursue the goal [17, 46]. Indeed, a few
stunning examples of such impact on behavior is presented
by Karremans et al. [47] where they argue that for such
subliminal primes to be processed (say verbal), the primes
have to consist of one or two short words and not of whole
sentences. The notion of goal-relevance as well as proper
cue construction is thus crucial for the success of the hoped
effect.

The most relevant work, however, regarding our research
has been done by Lowery et al. who demonstrated that
subliminal primes can increase performance on midterm
exams compared to neutral primes and that subliminal
priming may have long-term effects on real-world behavior
[48]. Thus, we believe possible, with carefully designed

subliminal stimuli, to enhance learning without conscious
perception by the learner. We also believe that this new form
of learning can trigger a set of positive emotional conditions
in the learner, such as motivation and engagement. In turn,
these positive emotions can enhance learning, inductive
problem solving, and possibly decision making. To that end,
we designed our cues to be projected at strategic spatial
positions on the screen by following the directions given
in a theoretical taxonomy that differentiates between con-
scious, preconscious, and subliminal processing proposed by
Dehane et al. [32]. This taxonomy is based on the global
neural workspace hypothesis [49] that distinguishes prime
accessibility in the brain based on stimulus strength and top-
down attention. Furthermore, this taxonomy has been quite
recently empirically validated by Van den Bussche [50].

4. Background on EEG and Affective Data

This section will present background information on the
importance of measuring physiological data both in terms
of EEG in the brain as affective data in terms of valence and
arousal, two important emotional dimensions used in this
research.

4.1. Background on EEG. It has been known, as early as
1929, that the on-going electrical firing activity of groups
of neurons can be monitored with probes, referred to as
electrodes, placed on the scalp, outside the brain [51]. The
recording of such small activity (in microvolts, 10–6 volts)
is called electroencephalography or EEG and is typically
done with a polygraph displaying the continuous changes
in voltage over time. There are roughly two main paradigms
when working with EEG raw data (see Figure 1).

The first paradigm, time/frequency analysis (typically
using a fast Fourrier transformation or FFT), is an overall
look at specific frequencies over a period of time. This
technique is mainly used to clinically help diagnose multiple
disorders such as epilepsy, sleep disturbances, and attention
disorders by employing neurofeedback protocols [52]. This
type of analysis gives relatively fair information about the
overall mental state of an individual based on brain locations
being surveyed. For example, Alpha waves, or bands, are 8 to
12 Hz relatively large amplitude EEG waves that are usually
associated with a relaxed but awake state [52]. However,
Alpha asymmetry patterns between left hemisphere (LH)
and right hemisphere (RH) recordings while adult subjects
are closing their eyes (called eyes closed) are common
patterns in depression (C3 LH Alpha > C4 RH Alpha). Thus,
specific mental changes can be assessed by comparing record-
ings from multiple scalp sites using a 3D spectrogram such
as the one depicted in Figure 1. Although no consensus is
presently available regarding band distribution, the following
ranges are the most commonly agreed upon by therapists:
Delta (1–4 Hz), Theta (4–8 Hz), Alpha (8–12 Hz), Beta (12–
32 Hz), and Gamma (38–42 Hz) [52].

Indeed, in an educational setting, attention and semantic
memory performance can both be ascertained from
variation of Alpha and Theta bands [52, 53]. Changes in the
Alpha band has also been known to correlate to arithmetic
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Figure 1: Snapshot of a 10 seconds EEG raw data analyzed using two main paradigms.

strategy used in addition and subtraction which is very
close to what we are trying to improve in our study [54].
Regarding decision making, Alpha, Beta, and Delta have
been shown to be valuable markers for the balance between
reward and punishment [55]. Indeed, slow Delta and Theta
waves have been linked to subcortical brain regions involved
in affective processes [56, 57] whereas fast Beta activity has
been associated with cognitive control processes [58]. Also,
specific bands, such as the Gamma and 40 Hz bands, have
been quite extensively studies when it comes to insightful
problem solving [59, 60]. Another exploration made in the
1980s was the exploration of asymmetries between brain
regions regarding specific cognitive functions [61, 62]. These
findings yielded some interesting metrics, called ratios, to
measure and express mental operations. Thus, recent work
in asymmetry analysis relevant to our research has revealed
higher Beta asymmetries from the left brain during complex
arithmetic processes compared to simple computations [63].
This area of research can potentially be quite invaluable in
accessing whether the learner is engaged in far too much
mental arithmetic than required for a specific lesson.

The second paradigm, however, called ERP waveform
analysis, takes advantage of neurological properties of the
raw EEG signal to gain better insight into the cognitive
processing mechanisms in the brain. It does so by syn-
chronizing (also called locking) the recording of the raw
EEG to an event. By event we mean an action such as
viewing a picture from the internet or displaying emotional
versus nonemotional words on a computer screen (e.g.,
love, murder versus chair, and table). The resulting EEG

activity is called an “Event-Related Potential” (ERP) which
can be easily distinguished from the raw EEG (top part of
Figure 1) by its consistent morphological shape (e.g., the
P300 bold line of Figure 1 appearing approximately 300 ms
following an event). While the raw EEG is made up of
all brain activity at a particular point in time, specifically
left and right hemisphere in this example, the ERP is only
part of that raw activity associated with the processing
of a specific event. ERPs are defined by their amplitude
and latency (the time taken to attain peak amplitude). To
visualize ERPs, one must use signal processing techniques to
eliminate nonevent activity by using specific band-pass filters
and averaging multiple epochs together [64]. The averaging
process tends to decrease the influence of random activity
(e.g., the gray dotted lines in Figure 1) while maintaining
the consistent event-related activity (e.g., the solid line
in Figure 1). By convention ERP researchers separate ERP
waveforms into several basic parts called components [64].
Cognitive scientists have been most interested in the long-
latency ERP components which include the N400 and P300
components. The letters P and N represent the polarity of
the component, and the numbers represent their latency
after stimulus onset (e.g., the P300 is a positive component
peaking at 300 ms). In general, components occurring after
250 milliseconds, namely, the P300 component, are thought
to reflect higher-order cognitive processes (e.g., selective
attention, resource allocation, and language) [25, 64].

In the light of what has just been presented, it is
important to mention that one of the main goals of our
research in general, and not just this presented work, is
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to endow an IUI with the capability to recognize a specific
mental activity related to the learner’s status and inform
the ITS who would react accordingly. For example, suppose
that a learner is trying too hard to focus on complex
mathematical operations when they should be looking at the
“whole picture”. An interface not equipped with EEG sensors
would have to rely on imperfect data, such as previous
response time to questions current time spent on lessons
or worse, disturbs the learner to establish a self-report for a
proper diagnostic. This can easily hinder the learning session,
especially if the intervention is based on “approximate” and
incomplete data. In the case of an EEG-evolved IUI, the
problem is far less complicated because Beta asymmetries
from the left brain would immediately tell and inform the
ITS of the present mental state of the learner. A strong
dominant presence of Gamma and 40 Hz activity for example
during a learning session is strongly indicative of intuitive
decision making and learning. Relying on EEG as well as
standard data will hopefully enable us, in future work, to
directly classify the mental state of the learner in a precise
manner and thus adapt learning accordingly.

4.2. Background on Affective Data. The literature regarding
the ITS and HCI commonly denotes the use of the following
physiological signals: skin temperature (ST), respiration
(RESP), mainly heart rate (HR) and blood volume pressure,
(BVP) for cardiovascular activity, galvanic skin response
(GSR), and surface electromyography (SEMG). ST changes
when the body undergoes a stress response. In an uncon-
scious process, blood then flows away from the extremities
such as hands resulting in a decrease in ST, thus colder
hands [52]. RESP is accepted as being an automatic response
that increases when provoked by physical exercise or by the
expression of thoughts resulting in an emotional reaction,
namely, fear and sadness [65]. Respiration amplitude and
frequency can be important indicators for the presence
of anxiety [66]. GSR is a measure reflecting the electrical
resistance of the skin. A high GSR signal is often corre-
lated with a high stress level [67]. GSR has a direct link
with arousal [68] and is often used to reflect emotional
reactions as well as cognitive activities [52]. These sensors
are known to reliably measure specific emotional activations
and are widely used for emotional detection. Indeed, as
emotions can be characterized in terms of judged valence
(pleasant or unpleasant) and arousal (calm or aroused),
collected physiological signals are analyzed according to the
arousal/dominance emotional space. GSR increases linearly
with a person’s level of arousal, while HR has been shown to
correlate with valence [68]. With regards to signal variations
in both HR and GSR (Figure 2). Thus, the learner’s affective
state is determined by normalizing HR and GSR variations
with regards to the baseline. For example, a very high
positive HR signal and a very high positive GSR signal
will be considered as excited. Normalization is done by
mean-shifting (subtracting current values from the baseline
and dividing the difference with the standard deviation).
For readability purposes, we will refer to the mean-shifted
normalized values simply as mean HR and mean GSR from
now on.
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Figure 2: Two-dimensional affective (arousal/valence) space.

5. Experiment

The current experiment is designed to build on previous
results obtained with the use of a novel learning technique
employing subliminal stimuli in a way which accelerated the
deductive reasoning of learners during a learning session
[19]. This experiment teaches the same lesson, learning how
to construct a magic square in 3 simple tricks without the use
of neither complex mathematical operations nor calculator,
but within a very different environment and context. First,
we are using a 2D system that looks very similar to an online
exam session. The idea is to minimize learner’s distractions as
much as possible compared to the previous 3D serious game
environment cited above. Second, the solution to the three
tricks was not presented here. The learners had to infer their
own solutions and correctly figure out the algorithm used in
each trick. Third, the context also differs for we ask learners
this time to make the fewest amounts of mistakes possible
whilst taking the shortest amount of time. In our original
study, learners could roam around the 3D world freely and
were not subject to any time constraints. The focus of this
study remains the same: visually teach the construction of
an odd magic square of any order with the use of neither a
calculator nor one mental arithmetic operation. To construct
a magic square, one must successively apply three simple
tricks (see [19] for more details).

5.1. Methodology. The experiment consists of five steps
depicted in Figure 3. The experiment went as follows: in
Step 1, a series of neuropsychological tests were adminis-
tered, namely, a spatial and pattern recognition memory tests
(SRM and PRM, resp.).

Learners proceeded to Step 2 where the three previously
mentioned tricks were taught. We decided to show the
learners multiple examples of each trick without explaining
how the trick works. It was up to them to deduce the solution,
thus the interworkings of each trick. Learners reported how
they figured each trick by choosing between the following: I
deduced the trick by intuition, logic, a little of both, mainly
by intuition, or mainly by logic. It was clearly explained
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Figure 3: Experiment design in 5 steps shown above.

that answering “by intuition” should mean “after thinking
about the available choices, a decision, judgment, or solution
seemed correct in the absence of supporting evidence” [69].

When all the three tricks were deduced, learners were
instructed, in Step 3, to respond to a series of 13 questions.
No solution is given to the learners at any time while learning
the tricks. The first series of 10 questions, Q1 to Q10 tested
their knowledge of each learned trick. Questions 1 to 3 were
directly related to the first trick, questions 4 to 7 to the
second trick, and questions 8 to 10 to the last trick. The last 3
questions, however, tested their knowledge of all three tricks.
Indeed, a partial magic square is presented and learners have
to combine all three tricks to answer properly, by a yes or
no, if the presented square is correct or not. A fixed time
limit of 45 seconds for the questions was imposed. Failing
to give an answer within the allowed time was considered a
mistake. Learners reported how they answered each question
by choosing between the following: I answered the question
by guessing the answer, by intuition, by logical deduction,
mainly by intuition or mainly by logical deduction. After
giving their answer, a green check or a red cross appears for
2 seconds indicating to the learner if they made a correct or
wrong choice, respectively.

After answering all the questions, a series of posttests
were administered in Step 4 to test for prime awareness
and overall system evaluation, including difficulty levels and
intrusiveness of the physiological equipment used (based on
a Likert scale from 1 to 6 where 1 = not intrusive at all and 6
= very intrusive).

Lastly, Step 5 displayed the current obtained results as
well as information regarding time and performance.

Learners were organized into three distinct groups. A
first group (control group) getting no subliminal cues at any
time during the experiment. They did, however, get primes
both masks just so EEG data would not be biased. Another
group (answer group) will get primed with the answers for
the tricks (Step 2 in Figure 2) by the tutor (e.g., the primed
cue for the multiple choice questions will be “flashed” over
the square corresponding to the correct answer). The tutor
will project subliminal misleading cues for the tricks and the
questions for the last group (miscue group). The subliminal

Table 1: Participants’ distribution.

Men Women Total

Control group 7 8 15

Answer group 6 8 14

Miscue group 6 8 14

Total 19 24 43

stimulus and thresholds were carefully chosen following
the neural bases of subliminal priming [15]. Each stimulus
was preceded by a 50 ms premask of random geometrical
figures, a 33.33 ms prime (2 frames of a 60 Hz SVGA screen)
and a 50 postmask of random geometrical figures. Prime
and mask speeds were designed following methodologies
previous reported [22, 46].

Each learner was compensated with 10$ for their par-
ticipation. We also added an extra monetary incentive by
informing learners that an additional 20$ will be handed
out to the top 5 learners who committed the fewer amount
of mistakes while taking the shortest time to complete the
lesson. This incentive idea is inspired from recent studies
showing that subliminal instrumental conditioning can take
place in the human brain if proper conditions are met
[17, 46]. We are hoping that subliminal cues (associated
with positive answers) along with the monetary incentive will
provide sufficiently strong conditions for the creation of an
“unconscious association” between the stimuli and possibly
the decision to choose the correct answer. The teaching
material is separated into parts, or PowerPoint-like slides,
and displayed at a slow rate to give every learner an equal
chance at fully reading each “slide”.

A total of 43 healthy volunteers, 19 men and 24 women,
took part of the experiment. The sample’s mean age was 27
(SD = 3.51). A repartition of the learners can be found in
Table 1.

5.2. Cue Construction. In this experiment, cues are con-
structed to help guide the visual attention of the learner
towards the constructions of the solution used. For example,
trick number one requires one to place the next number one
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Table 2: No significant difference found between participants’ pre- and posttests results.

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) between groups Sum of squares Mean square F Sig. (P-value) at alpha =.05

Spatial Recognition Memory (SRM) pretest result 138.870 69.435 .192 .826

Patter Recognition Memory (PRM) pretest result 1512.797 756.398 3.110 .066

Speed pretest response time result .322 .161 1.310 .281

Speed pretest accuracy result 1603.128 801.564 .848 .436

EEG posttest intrusiveness result∗ 1.291 .646 .481 .622

Physiological sensors posttest intrusiveness result∗ 2.789 1.395 1.216 .307

Lesson liquability post-test result∗ 7.580 3.790 2.228 .121

Question difficulty posttest result∗ 8.966 4.483 2.956 .063

Lesson difficulty posttest result∗ 2.466 1.233 .421 .659
∗: based on a Likert scale from 1 to 6.
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Figure 4: (a) Positive cue (answer) versus (b) negative cue (miscue).

slot above and two slots to the right. One possible answer
would be to prime the arrow seen in the left part of Figure 3.
This priming is spatially aware, that is located at the place
where we believe users will be looking and trying to figure
out the answer. Thus, for the letter 10, the answer cue will
be projected in a way that the base of the arrow starts from
the letter 9 and not anywhere else. Miscue cues are created
to distract learners and to possibly point them in the wrong
direction. In this case, for example, the red arrow is pointing
toward a completely false cell. The answer cues and miscues
have therefore been tailored for each slide to specifically
reproduce the described behaviour.

5.3. Physiological Recordings. Physiological recordings,
namely, EEG, Heart rate (HR), and Galvanic skin response
(GSR) and two webcams (mainly used for signal cleaning
and noise reduction) were used throughout the experiment.
An EEG base line of two minutes with eyes opened and eyes
closed preceded all monitored activities. The EEG data was
recorded from six active sites using an elastic cap at locations
C3, C4, P3, and P4 as defined by the international 10–20
system [70] and referenced to Cz(Figure 5) . The last two
actives sites are A1 and A2 and are more typically known
respectively as the left and right ear (referential linked ears
montage). All recordings were achieved at a sampling rate of
256 Hz (4ms precision, reliability of reporting up to 64 Hz).
To extract all the EEG band passes described earlier, all EEG
signals were filtered using a band-pass Butterworth filter,
therefore isolating Theta (4.5–7.5), Alpha (8–12 Hz), Beta
(13–30 Hz) and the 40 Hz band. Matlab running under
a 64 bit operating system was then used to compute and
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Figure 5: Montage of physiological recording setup.

normalize the data. Most eye blinks and eye movement
artifacts occur dominantly between 0,1 and 4 Hz band and
thus were eliminated by a proper band-pass filter as well.

6. Results and Discussion

We want to investigate in this paper the possible impact
of positive subliminal prime on learning and whether this
impact can be observed in physiological recordings. Our
findings will be presented in the following subsections.

6.1. Pretest Results. Before going into further details and
explain our findings, we thought it necessary to check if sig-
nificant differences were observed between groups of learners
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Table 3: Learner’s distribution.

Group
Mistake Total answers

givenLearners No Yes

Control Sex
Female 8 68 (65%) 36 104

Male 7 36 (40%) 55 91

Answer Sex
Female 8 79 (76%) 25 104

Male 6 59 (76%) 19 78

Miscue Sex
Female 8 61 (59%) 43 104

Male 6 43 (55%) 35 78

Results in parentheses represent the success rate on 100% as in an exam.

with regards to pretest and posttest assessments. Thus, no
significant differences between groups of learners were found
regarding the SRM and PRM pretest results (expressed in
speed of response and percentage of correctness). These
tests are important because they could have introduced an
imbalance between learners, thus creating a bias for the
upcoming results. Also, the results of the speed test both in
terms of response time and accuracy were not significantly
different between groups. Furthermore, assessing lesson
difficulty and question difficulty are two important factors
when determining a learner’s success rate. Once more, no
significant difference was found between the three groups.
Another post-test that could have has an impact on results
and motivation is the lesson likability factor. Again, no
significant results were found between users. Finally, we
wanted to test whether the sensors were intrusive or not and
disturbed the learners while learning. The Likert scales used
for most of these test was from 1 to 6, 1 being “not at all”
and 6 being “a lot”. The intrusiveness test for example asked
whether the EEG headset hindered the learning process or
disturbed then in any way (from 1 to 6). Results show that
neither the EEG sensors nor affective sensors disturbance was
in any way significant across groups. These initial results tend
to show that the positive impact observed on learning seems
is not biased by subjective factors such as reported likability
or experienced difficulty.

6.2. Descriptive Analysis. The first research question we
wanted to investigate was the overall performance of the
subliminal group versus the other two (control and miscue).
We ran a cross-tabulation analysis and found a significant
interaction effect between group and overall mistakes (group
∗ mistake, P < .001, alpha = 0.05). Table 3 shows the
distribution of the data. Each answer given is computed
and presented here. Furthermore, the table is grouped by all
type of responses. We did not distinguish between guessed
answers or not.

Pushing the analysis further, we found a significant
interaction with answer type, mistake, and trick answer: that
is how did the learner actually comprehend the lesson versus
how they responded to the question and the number of
mistakes made (answer type ∗ mistake ∗ trick answer) with
a P < .001, alpha = 0.05 when learners have understood the
trick by “Logic”, P < .05 for learning the trick by “Intuition”

and P < .05 when learners learned the tricks by using a mix of
both logic and intuition. The results are presented in Table 4.

However, we wanted to investigate if cue type could
indeed be responsible or have an impact on learning per-
formance. We found a significant interaction effect between
question answer type, mistake, and group (question answer
type ∗ mistake ∗ group). This interaction, however, is only
significant for the control group (P < .05, alpha = 0.05) and
answer only (P < .001, alpha = 0.05). These results, shown in
Table 5, seem to indicate that miscues could actually result
in an almost dispersal effect of performance (sometimes
high results and sometimes low but nothing statistically
significant) whereas the positive cues seem to converge and
positive increase performance for almost all type of question
answer type when compared to the control group. One
notable exception is the “mainly by intuition”, even if results
are very close nevertheless.

These results seem to indicate that positive primes seem
to enhance learning in several important areas, but pushing
the analysis further and running a four way cross-tabulation
analysis presented in Table 6, results show that there is indeed
a significant effect of trick answer type, question answer type,
group, and mistake (mistake∗ question answer type∗ group
∗ trick answer type) but only for the following combinations
of trick answer and group:

(i) logic ∗ control (P = .018, alpha = 0.05),

(ii) logic ∗ answer (P = .002, alpha = 0.05),

(iii) a little of both ∗ answer (P = .048, alpha = 0.05).

The results seem to indicate that positive subliminal cues
do seem to strongly influence logical decision making when
learning a trick logically. It was expected though to have the
best results in this category. After all, the experiment was a
logical learning paradigm with pattern recognition. It was
not a drawing contest. We are, however, surprised to find that
positive subliminal cues alone seem to cause almost a 10%
increase in performance when learners use a little of intuition
in deducing and answering questions.

Another important aspect to investigate in our study was
the performance with regards to response time. We gave
specific instructions to the learners to try to make the fewest
mistakes in the shortest possible time. We ran an analysis of
mean with variance (ANOVA) across subjects by taking into
consideration the following variables in Table 7.

We also computed a success ratio based on three vari-
ables: number of mistakes, total questions response time, and
total tricks completion time. The rationale behind this ratio
is based directly on the experiment requirements. Indeed,
the tricks were designed to be short with an average of 2
minutes per trick. The questions, however, were designed
to be answered in a maximal time of 45 seconds each.
The hardest questions, questions 11 to 13, should take no
more than 30 to 40 seconds to answer correctly. Thus, a
standard learner should be able to finish answering questions
is roughly the same amount of time or less that the learner
took learning. So, basically the division ratio should return
a result around 1. In order to distinguish between learners
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Table 4: Mistake ∗ question answer type ∗ trick answer type crosstabulation.

Trick answer type
Question

answer type Total

Logical
deduction

Intuition Random/guess
Mainly by logical

deduction
Mainly by
intuition

Logic mistake
No 88 10 5 9 2 114 (71%)

Yes 16 10 10 6 4 46

Intuition mistake
No 6 1 4 1 12 (43%)

Yes 3 10 3 0 16

A little of both mistake
No 41 15 15 12 3 86 (56%)

Yes 16 21 15 8 8 68

Results in parentheses represent the success rate on 100% as in an exam.

Table 5: Mistake ∗ question answer type ∗ group Cross-tabulation results.

Group
Question

answer type Total

Logical
deduction

Intuition Random/guess
Mainly by logical

deduction
Mainly by
intuition

Control mistake
No 52 (65%) 14 (35%) 19 (45%) 14 (61%) 5 (50%) 104 (53%)

Yes 28 26 23 9 5 91

Answer mistake
No 91 (85%) 15 (58%) 4 (57%) 24 (73%) 4 (44%) 138 (76%)

Yes 16 11 3 9 5 44

Miscue mistake
No 44 (71%) 23 (49%) 15 (50%) 15 (54%) 7 (47%) 104 (57%)

Yes 18 24 15 13 8 78

Results in parentheses represent the success rate on 100% as in an exam.

having made the same amount of total mistakes, we simply
added the total number of mistakes to that ratio yielding the
success ratio. Furthermore, since we were looking for the
lowest number of mistakes in the least amount of time, it
seemed reasonable to have a ratio where the lower the value
the better the success.

Success ratio

= number of mistakes +
total questions response time
total tricks completion time

.

(1)

The analysis if means ran on the results show that there
is indeed a significant interaction effect of success ratio and
group (average of control group = 7.26, answer = 4.41,
miscue 7.09 thus not much different than control). Table 8
presents all the other pertinent results.

It is not surprising though to not expect an effect of total
tricks completing time with group because some learners
will want to take more time to learn a trick than others. In
fact, the time one takes learning, one trick is less important
than the amount of mistakes one makes (in our experiment).
The same argument is given to question response time.
However, the lack of interaction between the total amount
of mistakes and group for the first trick can be surprising
at first. However, after further investigation, we can come to
the conclusion that since this trick is really the easiest of all

and that the subliminal cues can hardly misdirect learners
and thus obvious that everybody should at least have a good
score here.

In light of the descriptive analysis, we can claim that
positive subliminal cues do seem to have an impact on
performance if analyzed with a success ratio and per trick.
Indeed, the further we advance in the lesson the harder the
tricks become for they are cumulative.

6.3. Affective Data Analysis. The first research question we
wanted to investigate was the impact, if any, of the subliminal
cues on learner’s performance and problem solving capabil-
ities. As previously mentioned, we present affective results,
mainly IBI (inter-beat interval) and skin response that have
been mean-shifted and compared between subjects. Figure 6
presents both results for the IBI as well as the skin response
signals.

We ran a multiple comparison of means (MCM) on very
point presented on each graph and the presented results are
statistically significant, even if points seem to overlap. We ran
those ANOVAs on five groups: answer, control, miscue, top5
(the learners with the 5 best success ratios), and bottom5
(the learners with the 5 worst success ratios). As an example,
consider for example the IBI data for Trick 3 where the value
of group Top5 (solid round blue line) is almost identical
to that of Bottom5 (dashed triangle line). In this case, one
can say that the values are close or almost identical but they
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Table 6: Results of the 4 way crosstabluation analysis (mistake ∗ question answer type ∗ group ∗ trick answer type).

Trick
answer type

Group
Question

answer type Total

Logical
deduction

Intuition Random/guess
Mainly by logical

deduction
Mainly by
intuition

Logic

Control mistake
No 20 3 2 5 1 31 (58%)

Yes 5 5 7 3 2 22

Answer mistake
No 54 3 0 3 1 61 (81%)

Yes 7 2 2 1 2 14

Miscue mistake
No 14 4 3 1 22 (69%)

Yes 4 3 1 2 10

A little of
both

Control mistake
No 18 5 8 2 1 34 (57%)

Yes 7 9 7 1 2 26

Answer mistake
No 17 4 2 6 1 30 (67%)

Yes 4 7 1 1 2 15

Miscue mistake
No 6 6 5 4 1 22 (45%)

Yes 5 5 7 6 4 27

Table 7: Report.

Variables used with respect to the 3 groups Success
ratio

Total
mistakes

Total Qst
RT

Total trick
time

Mistakes
trick 1a

Mistakes
trick 2b

Mistakes
trick 3c

Mistakes
3 tricksd

Control Mean 7.26 6.07 175.27 150.02 1.07 1.73 1.93 1.33

Sum 108.90 91.00 2629.06 2250.29 16.00 26.00 29.00 20.00

Std.
Deviation

2.35 2.37 50.29 34.27 .887 1.45 .961 .617

Answer Mean 4.41 3.14 194.11 161.25 .714 .643 1.00 .786

Sum 61.74 44.00 2717.53 2257.50 10.00 9.00 14.00 11.00

Std.
Deviation

2.37 2.14 41.34 42.49 .611 1.01 .877 .802

Miscue Mean 7.09 5.57 216.07 156.47 1.21 1.57 1.50 1.286

Sum 99.27 78.00 3025.04 2190.56 17.00 22.00 21.00 18.00

Std.
Deviation

3.43 2.88 102.77 67.12 1.12 1.16 .760 .611

Total Mean 6.28 4.95 194.69 155.78 1.00 1.33 1.49 1.14

Sum 269.90 213.00 8371.63 6698.35 43.00 57.00 64.00 49.00

Std.
Deviation

2.99 2.74 70.20 48.65 .900 1.29 .935 .710

a: question 1 to question 3, b: question 4 to question 7, c: question 8 to question 10, d: question 11 to question 13.

Table 8: ANOVA table.

Sum of squares Mean square F Sig.

Success ratio ∗ group 72.56 36.28 4.79 .014

Total mistakes ∗ group 69.83 34.92 5.68 .007

Total Qst RT ∗ group 12063.41 6031.70 1.24 .301

Total trick RT ∗ group 923.31 461.65 .188 .830

Mistakes trick1 (Q1 to Q3) ∗ group 1.85 .926 1.15 .326

Mistakes trick2 (Q4 to Q7) ∗ group 9.87 4.93 3.31 .047

Mistakes trick3 (Q8 to Q10) ∗ group 6.31 3.16 4.15 .023

Mistakes all 3 tricks (Q11 to Q13) ∗ group 2.62 1.31 2.82 .071
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Figure 6: IBI results and skin response.
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Figure 7: Asymmetry results for Beta and the 40 Hz band.

are statistically significant nonetheless. The differences are
sometimes so small that they appear as the same on the
graphs.

The most important column to look at is the answer
column. This is indeed the state in which learners a few
seconds (5 seconds) before answering a question. We can
see that conditioned learners seem to follow the same overall
morphology of the curve representing the 5 best learners. A
negative IBI and a positive skin response might suggest that
positively conditioned learners seem to be the more relaxed
of the groups when answering questions. Indeed, they seem
to have quite a high skin response value and the highest IBI
interval value which is not recommended for it seems to lead
to an excess of attention or implication while resolving the
question. Furthermore, the positive subliminal cues seem to
help converge the answer group’s IBI values towards the top5
group values, which was not the case for the miscue group.
However, this observed pattern does not seem to occur with
skin response. Indeed, the subliminal primes do not seem

to “push” the answer group towards the top5 values. These
results deserve further analysis in light of the EEG data that
will be presented next.

6.4. EEG Data Analysis. The EEG asymmetry results have
been computed for the entire brain area by following the
methodology described by Davidson [61]. These results have
been computed by subtracting the left hemisphere from the
right one RH − LH/(RH + LH). Thus, a value of −0.5 would
represent a strong 50% left side asymmetry. It is important to
mention that the same MCM was computed on every point
displayed in Figure 7.

The EEG results tend to confirm the descriptive and
affective data analysis when it comes to answering questions.
Indeed, the asymmetry value for the 40 Hz answer group is
significantly different than the miscue group. The surprising
result comes from the asymetry values for the third and
most difficult trick. The positively conditionned learnerd
seem to shift their attention and “insightful” problem solving
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strategy closer to both hemispheres, thus involving a lot more
the right side of the brain that have been known to be an
important actor in insightful problem solving.

We separated the Beta band in two because neurological
evidence presented by [52] seems to point towards the fact
that a strong left hemispheric dominance of Beta2 can be
an indicator of stress or anxiety while engaged in a learning
activity. Indeed, we can observe that the bottom5 group is
much closer to a left asymmetry than the answer group which
seem to make sense with regards to their earliest results.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

We have discussed in this paper the use of subliminal
priming for enhanced learning. We believe that we have
shown that the new IUI implementing subliminal cuing can
indeed be used in both a 2D and 3D learning environment
and can lead to very encouraging and promising results.
Indeed, the implications of this study for HCI developers and
experimenters are diverse, but converge on five fronts. (1)
HCI system designers wishing to construct an environment
for enhancing either the learner’s deductive or inductive
capabilities are not bound by a 2D or 3D computer
environment. They can integrate positive cognitive cues as
part of any computer environment. The presented results
from this study, combined with previous results [19, 28]
seem to support this claim. (2) The present study confirmed
that only positive cues, not miscues, seem to show great
potential in enhancing the learner’s inductive capability,
notably intuitive correct guessing, in a logic-based problem
solving task. This issue is important to consider, from
an HCI standpoint, when constructing smart interfaces to
interact with a learner. This result seems to complement
results from previous work in the HCI community by
DeVaul et al. [20] claiming that relevant overt cues (or
miscues) may actually help improve performance. Results
from this study show that irrelevant miscues do statistically
neither hinder nor enhance the learner’s performance. (3)
Another surprising and important finding in this study is the
seemingly cumulative effect of positive subliminal priming
on the learner’s performance throughout the lesson. Indeed,
our results seem to point towards the fact that the effect
of positive cues seems to be proportionally related to the
trick’s difficulty. This is especially the case when positively
conditioned learners (primed with positive cues) learned a
lesson with using both logic and intuition. An intelligent
interface, throughout the EEG and affective physiological
sensors, can easily detect such learning conditions with the
use of specific EEG asymmetry variations in the left versus
the right lobes and adapt their priming strategy accordingly.
(4) The use of positive cues seems to have an important
impact on learning but more specifically on the learner’s
affective state when answering the questions. We observe that
conditioned learners seem to be in a more relaxed state, while
staying aroused to stimuli throughout the lessons. The EEG
asymmetry signals indicate that learners in that group seem
to “shift” their problem solving strategy from purely logical
to a more intuitive, even insightful, approach as indicated by
the strong presence of 40 Hz waves. Such precious results and

data are only obtainable through the use of EEG sensors and
could become of great potential and interest for the HCI and
ITS community. Indeed, Intelligent Systems that can detect
these shifts in strategies can adapt the course, tutor strategies
as well as difficulty levels to the current and exact mental state
of the learner through a smart and much more interactive UI.

Although these results are more than encouraging, the
experiment is still missing a few avenues of improvement.
First, the need to implement in any learning environment,
but more specifically one that deals with unconscious cogni-
tion, an input for user feedback regarding the “strength” or
“confidence” of his answer. We have observed this attitude
in the video feedbacks a few times. Learners getting primed
with miscues consistently kept getting correct answers, or the
inverse: learners getting primed with positive cues did not
properly answer the question. Although the later occurred at
a much lower frequency, it seems interesting to investigate
the learner’s “trust” in their own answers. Second, the offline
analysis is definitely something to improve on. An Intelligent
system built behind a IUI should be able to make decisions
based on a real-time analysis of physiological data processed
by proper filters and signal processing algorithms. It is indeed
one of our future avenues of research. And third, an in depth
EEG analysis is required in order to examine other sources
of information such as response time and ratios related to
specific pattern recognition in order to help establish the
optimal cerebral conditions for efficient subliminal learning
to occur.

We are currently working on perfecting our new IUI by
implementing signal processing algorithms enabling us to
filter EEG and affective signals in real time. Furthermore, we
wish to investigate other aspects of unconscious cognition,
such as intuitive decision making, by implementing a
multiagent architecture to model the learner’s subliminal
and affective profile. This will hopefully enable our IUI
and ITS, through the use of a fully trained neural network
and subliminal cues, to determine the proper course of
action to take in order to enhance learning performance,
either deductive or inductive, with regards to the emotional,
cerebral, and problem-solving ability of the learner.
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Driving is the result of a psychological process that translates data, signals and direct/indirect messages into behavior, which
is continuously adapted to the exchange of varying stimuli between man, environment and vehicle. These stimuli are at times
not perceived and at others perceived but not understood by the driver, even if they derive from tools (vertical signs, horizontal
marking) specifically conceived for his safety. The result is unsafe behavior of vehicle drivers. For this reason, the road environment
needs to be radically redesigned. The paper describes a research, based on real and virtual environment surveys, aimed to better
understand drivers’ action-reaction mechanisms inside different scenarios, in order to gain informations useful for a correct
organization (design) of the road space. The driving simulator can help in developing, from road to laboratory, the study of
new road design tools (geometrical, compositional, constructive ones, street furniture, etc.), because it can be used to evaluate
solutions before their usefulness is proved on the road.

1. Introduction

Road safety is due to several factors that depend on the rela-
tionship between drivers, vehicle, road, and the surrounding
environment. With regards to “drivers”, safety is related to
their behavior and risk perception at the moment in which
the single action takes place [1, 2]. The psychological ele-
ments that have repercussions on drivers’ decision processes
are connected to the emotional and sensory sphere; they may
differ each time in relation to the subject and their personal
motivations. In the same way, it can be observed that the
behavior of the driver is influenced by the stimuli produced
by the road, by the message arisen from the single stimulus,
and by the willingness, capacity, and aptitude of the road user
to process the message while driving [3, 4].

It is clear that humans are the main protagonist of driv-
ing, as they see, understand, recognize, interpret, evaluate,
and make responsible (or irresponsible) choices. However,
the surrounding environment, road platform inclusive, is not
a passive scenery, because it continuously transmits to driver
messages and signals that sometimes, for willful purposes,
induce actions finalized to specific behaviors (e.g., respect of

trajectory, limit speed, and defence of a right). For this rea-
son, the road environment should be planned and designed
in order to guide the user towards the most adequate and safe
choices.

Two main ways (amid several intermediate options) exist
for planning and designing the road environment: a theo-
retical way that prevalently considers the dynamics of the
vehicle and its interaction with the external space and an
empirical way, based on the analysis of experimental data and
information collected in the real environment, concerning
drivers’ behaviors related to the road scenery driven through.
Some attempts have been done with the purpose to merge the
two approaches, in special way anticipating the experimental
analysis to the step of theoretical design. This is made possi-
ble when the road layout is studied in a virtual environment,
where not only the route can be reconstructed with all its
components (platform, markings, signs, buildings, etc.), but
also the behaviors can be simulated and a huge amount of
data and information can be registered.

Several authors confirm that human behavior in a virtual
environment can be considered sufficiently representative of
reality [5, 6], particularly when its reconstruction is accurate
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[7]. “Immersive virtual reality” (i.e., the technology used in
the research here described), in a specific way, has proved
to be applicable to the reproduction of road environments,
principally when perception and dynamic vision require
to be studied under rigorous conditions that traditional
simulators cannot guarantee.

Several studies have been developed in the field of cogni-
tive psychology applied to road traffic. Some of these under-
line the role of perception as part of the process that allows
the driver to define the level of safety while driving [8].
They assert that under conditions of normal visual acuteness,
drivers have the disposition to give their car a trajectory
which can be correctly adapted to the axis of the road lane,
while otherwise behavior can be variable, particularly during
the phase of recognition and initial approach to and exiting
from curves [9, 10]. The latter is an aspect that deserves to be
carefully studied for its implications in traffic safety.

In order to complete these preliminary notes, there is
a further consideration worth to be developed. The role
of computer science (CS) in the engineering design is well
known: it furnishes the instruments that permit to solve
complex problems in a fast, correct, and generally exhaustive
way. Advanced technologies based on CS can be used in
different research topics, road design and traffic control
included. The driving simulator (above mentioned) is a
result of researches so conceived. However, it must be noticed
that several studies have investigated alternative uses of CS,
not only aimed at supporting the engineering design. In fact,
some authors have particularly stressed the role of modern
technologies in changing people’s attitudes [11]. It has been
demonstrated that computers and machines can be designed
to influence human behaviors, positively bending the will
by means of a persuasive action [12]. It is clear that a such
point of view (captology) offers interesting potentialities in
road design, where the “traditional” choice of the layout (on
technical basis) is aimed to regulate drivers’ behaviors but is
not always sufficient in order to achieve this scope.

Within the framework of the mentioned current studies,
this paper discusses the results of a research finalized to
understand how the interpretation of drivers’ behavior in
a virtual environment (immersive type) could facilitate the
identification of road design tools suitable for controlling the
reaction of drivers under different environmental conditions.
The authors have set up a multidisciplinary research project
(supported by the Human Technologies Lab of the General
Psychology Department of the same University), in order to
extend the research on driving behavior to a virtual environ-
ment. The main objective was the laboratory reconstruction
of a real road environment finalized to

(i) simulate the infrastructure stereoscopically,

(ii) virtually reproduce the real behavior,

(iii) monitor and compare real and virtual behavior,

(iv) understand the explicit and subliminal factors which
influence driver behavior in both environments,

(v) study how the results from the virtual environment
could be used in the real one, for a safer interaction
between driver and road.

Driver behavior, after variations to the road layout, has
been analyzed, studying the dynamic parameters of the
motion, that is, vehicle operating speeds, accelerations, and
decelerations, both in the daytime (under natural light) and
at night (under artificial lighting), in the real and the virtual
environment.

2. The Virtual Environment

For the reconstruction of the real environment in a virtual
reality, the first basic objective was a cartographical repro-
duction of the study context. Surveys were used to define
the exact planimetric map of buildings, fences, road verges,
ditches, and other elements in the territory. When the two-
dimensional representation was complete, it was necessary
to reconstruct the volumes of the buildings, the roadway,
the bicycle lane along the south side of the road, courtyards,
fields, ditches, trees, hurdles, lampposts, and vertical road
signs. This was made possible thanks to appropriate software
(Autocad, Adobe Photoshop, Autodesk 3DStudio.Max 8)
used for a 3D reconstruction of the selected road link. Some
simplifications were introduced in order to give manageable
characteristics to the model. The animation was then added
by means of software specifically conceived for driving
simulators (Virtools).

Textures were also assigned to the objects, either by using
photographs taken in the real environment or by assigning
suitable colors to the areas of greenery and background, sky
included (Figure 1). A model car was reproduced within the
virtual environment, limited just to the dashboard, upper
part of the steering-wheel, and front bonnet in order to
reproduce real driving conditions as closely as possible. The
car model chosen was a mid-range Mercedes (Figure 2). The
decision to use a car existing on the market instead of a
simple “ideal” model was made to render the driving test
even more realistic.

After having calibrated the virtual model’s characteristics
on the basis of those recorded in the “physical” reality of
the studied stretch of road, by exploiting the potentials of
the virtual environment, five different driving scenarios were
defined and reproduced, differing from one another by a
single characteristic (independent variable). The five test
environments were labeled from A to E, the first one (A)
is corresponding entirely to the characteristics of the real
environment, and the last (E) is being constructed to include
a substantial modification to the horizontal alignment of the
route, through attenuating the bends.

The modifications introduced to the vertical road signs
(driving scenario B) correspond to the application of the
signs shown in Figure 3, positioned at a distance of 150 m,
100 m, and 50 m prior to entering the S-shaped double
curve, in both directions of transit. The signs belong to the
“perceptive” signs category (static, dynamic, and dynamic-
punitive), the efficacy of which is documented in the
literature [7].

The third environment (C) introduced modifications to
the horizontal road markings in terms of their retroreflection
(night-time visibility) by the insertion of an optical marker
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Details of the virtual environment.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Details of the driving simulator.

Figure 3: Types of vertical signs inserted in driving environment B.

Table 1: Synopsis of different scenarios analysed during the test.

Scenario Description

A Real environment

B A + vertical signs

C A + horizontal marking

D A + vertical signs + horizontal marking

E Modified road layout

every 10 m along the lines delimiting the roadway and lanes
[13]. Previous studies have demonstrated that the introduc-
tion of these markers can have an effect on drivers’ attitude
to speed on curvilinear stretches, as well as improving the
perception of the planimetric geometry of the road axis
[14, 15]. The fourth scenario (D) was a combination of the
situations B and C (Table 1).

The study was planned without considering interaction
among vehicles, because of the variability of parameters, this
can be introduced in the behavior of drivers.

3. The Road Layout

The road layout was selected keeping in mind the different
factors that, accordingly to different authors, can influence
driver behavior (number of lanes, road axis tortuousness,
radius of circular curves, design parameters of clothoids,
succession of straight stretches and curves, succession of
curves’ radii, road longitudinal and transverse gradient,
composition and dimension of the road section, pavement
texture and colour, presence of road barriers and street
furniture, visibility, road signing and marking, lighting, etc.)
[10, 16]. The site was chosen in order to guarantee and
include the highest number of critical factors.

The studied stretch of road is composed of two long
straight sections to the east and west (Figure 4, Table 2),
between which an S-shaped planimetric variant was recently
introduced, with geometric-functional characteristics assim-
ilable to those of type E “urban district” roads according to
the Italian regulations in force.

The carriageway is composed of 2 lanes, and each one is
2.75 m wide on the straight stretch and 3.50 m on the S-
shaped curve. The curvature radii of the design variant
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Figure 4: Road layout and geometrical characteristics.

Table 2: Geometrical characteristics of road layout elements.

Road layout Length [m] Radius [m]

Straight 1 166.3 —

Curve 1 56.04 245.44

Curve 2 83.90 96.49

Transition curve 26.20 —

Curve 3 69.57 81.03

Straight 2 404.60 —

measure 96 m and 81 m, respectively (from west to east). No
transition curves (clothoids) were inserted.

The most interesting element of the stretch, from the
point of view of behavior evaluation, is the presence of a new
road intersection between sections 5 and 6, which introduces
an error in the perception of the route arriving from the east.
This aspect is highlighted by Figure 5, where the intersection
is represented from two different points of view, in real and
virtual environment.

This is further aggravated by the position of the street
lighting, which does not allow an efficient interpretation of
the physiognomy of the route in night-time driving condi-
tions. An evaluation of the efficacy of the present vertical
road signs is also of great interest, as these are placed at points
which are not very visible while driving. The distances of
visibility are also very poor on the curvilinear stretch and
such that the mutual visibility between vehicles entering the
bends from either direction is not assured.

These elements were found to be critical during the
experimental study conducted on the real road, the results
of which made it possible to identify a set of design
improvements, at both structural (planimetry of the road)
and functional level (horizontal/vertical road signs), to be
verified in the virtual environment.

4. Real-Environment Survey

The research has been organized in order to verify the validity
of virtual reality in the field of road engineering, testing—
on the road and in the laboratory—the efficacy of some

interventions aimed at improving safety. Moreover, the
research intended to assess the capacity of drivers to adapt
their behavior after environmental changes, brought about
by means of explicit and unexplicit interventions. For this
purpose, a stretch of road has been selected, suitable for
counting and monitoring traffic without influencing the
reaction of the drivers. The behaviors have been observed
in terms of operating speed, acceleration/deceleration, and
trajectories.

The initial phase of the project concerned the measure-
ment of vehicles’ speeds in the real-study context. The speed
distribution curve of 4,215 vehicles was constructed for the
daytime (up to 250 vehicles/hour) and that of 2,885 vehicles
at night (up to 180 vehicles/hour). A team of volunteers (see
Section 5) was also inserted in the real flow, in order to
gather information useful for the following calibration of the
laboratory tests at the driving simulator.

Traffic in the above-mentioned road sections was charac-
terized by a level of service (LoS) equal to A, representative
of a free flow of isolated vehicles. In order to adhere to
the real situation, isolated vehicles were tested in the virtual
environment too, in the total absence of moving objects
(e.g., cars, trucks, people, and cycles). The speed of each
vehicle was measured in the real environment with a tested
procedure: a video camera was placed at the side of the
road with the optic axle perpendicular to the trajectory. The
camera was hidden from sight to avoid influencing driver
behavior. It filmed a section of road, where two transversal
lines had been traced across the carriageway 2.50 m apart
(Figure 6).

For every vehicle, the back wheel was checked, and the
time required to cross the two signs was used to calculate the
speed (v = s/t). The camera has an internal clock with a
precision of one second; in order to increase this precision,
it was decided to make reference to the frequency of video
frames, which is under 1 s according to the camera user’s
handbook. Accelerations and decelerations were calculated
on the same basis. The “operating speed” of the amount of
vehicles was defined: it is not the mean value of speeds, which
is not considered significant in traffic engineering, but the
85th percentile of the measured speeds, in the daytime and
at night, identified from their distribution curve (Figure 7).

The examined stretch of road was about 810 m in
length. In order to mark out the required references for
the calculation of the dynamic parameters of vehicles, 12
sections were located along it (Table 3). The stretch of road
was monitored in the daytime and at night.

5. Virtual Environment Test

After the reconstruction of the real environment in the
driving simulator, tests were performed in order to calibrate
the virtual model. The drivers wore a helmet (HMD Virtual
V8 Research type)—complete with headphones to receive
the driving sound effects—to reproduce the real conditions
in the immersive environment with stereoscopic vision. The
testers were provided with a steering wheel, brake, and
accelerator pedals, the sensitivity of which were calibrated to
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Real environment (westbound picture) and virtual environment (eastbound drawing): representation of the S-shape curve and
the intersection.
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Figure 6: Characterization of vehicle speed.
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Figure 7: The operative speed is that speed which is not exceeded by
the 85% of vehicles. In the diagram, that represents the distribution
of velocities in a road section, the 100% of vehicles has a speed
higher than 0 km/h; the 15% has a speed higher than 74 km/h. The
operative speed is 74 km/h (it belongs to 100%−15% of vehicles).

reproduce the real driving environment as closely as possible.
For instance, the steering wheel (Logitech MOMO Racing
Force Feedback Wheel type) was suitable for transmitting
to the driver the dynamic (vibratory) effect of speed bumps,
pot holes, road unevenness, and so forth. thanks to the
technology of force feedback.

After having mastered the equipment in a training
environment, a team of 60 volunteers was invited to drive
along the test route in both directions, in the different
scenarios. The volunteers were in the age range 24 to 33 years
old (mean age 25.3 years, S.D. = 4.8); 68.3% were males
and 31.7% females. All the volunteers were informed about

Table 3: Road sections placing.

Section Name
Distance

Partial [m] Cumulative [m]

1 — 0.00 0.00

2 MT1 83.15 83.15

3 PC1 83.15 166.30

4 MC1 28.02 194.32

5 — 28.02 222.34

6 MC2 41.95 264.29

7 — 41.95 306.24

8 — 26.20 332.44

9 MC3 34.79 367.23

10 PC3 34.79 402.02

11 MT2 202.30 604.32

12 PT2 202.30 806.62

the test, pointing out the necessity to relax and try to act as
naturally as possible. Each volunteer had to drive in the five
different environments, but the performances were mixed
in order to minimize whichever expectation of novelty (the
scenario B followed A, but it was not presented immediately
after A: the driving of each volunteer was alternated with
the others). Variables of the test were the 5 scenarios, the
direction, and the period of the day during the simulation.

During the test, the model registered the speed, accelera-
tion, breaking, and instantaneous spatial coordinates of each
driver, to be used in the successive kinematic study of the
behavior in relation to the different inputs.

After calibration of the virtual model on the basis of
the real data acquired during the previous phase (real-
environment survey), five different driving scenarios were
developed in the virtual environment, in order to verify
the efficacy of the different changes to be introduced in
the test (see Section 2). The calibration was based on the
comparison between the driving parameters of the real traffic
and the same parameters registered during the testing in the
initial scenario A, which was the reproduction of the real
environment. The evaluation of the virtual environment was
performed in 4 different road sections by means of speed and
acceleration.
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Table 4: Operating speed (S85, km/h) measured in daytime and
at night, in the real and virtual environments, eastwards (a) and
westwards (b).

(a)

Description

Operating Speed [km/h]

Real Virtual

Day Night Day Night

MT1 76.50 78.30 73.65 75.00

PC1 73.50 77.50 72.50 72.35

MC1 61.88 58.70 62.35 53.00

MC2 60.06 44.53 62.95 47.35

MC3 56.25 47.26 59.25 48.00

PC3 58.50 49.30 59.60 52.35

MT2 60.13 49.60 60.45 54.00

PT2 75.00 77.50 75.30 74.00

(b)

Description

Operating Speed [km/h]

Real Virtual reality

Day Night Day Night

MT1 69.79 70.30 66.90 68.35

PC1 60.00 62.40 61.30 57.70

MC1 59.70 52.70 59.85 51.35

MC2 58.50 51.50 58.25 51.00

MC3 59.20 53.20 58.55 50.35

PC3 60.20 55.20 61.50 56.35

MT2 70.31 69.40 69.15 72.30

PT2 72.00 71.30 72.55 75.40

6. Results

A statistical analysis has been performed in order to identify
the factors which can influence drivers’ behavior. The evalu-
ation has been limited to the reference sections but extended
to the different scenarios and driving conditions. For each
situation, the statistical profile has been defined (mean, stan-
dard deviation, quartiles, and percentiles), but the attention
was put on the parameter commonly used in literature, that
is, the 85th percentile. In any case, for the analyzed cases,
Student’s t-test (alpha 0.05, bilateral) has been carried out in
order to discriminate the secondary factors from those really
conditioning drivers’ behaviors.

The first scenario (A) reproduces the real environment. It
was also used for the calibration of the virtual model. Figures
8 and 9 compare speeds in both directions of travel, during
the daytime and at night, in the real and virtual environment.
As previously mentioned, the test results are reported in
terms of the value of the operating speed. The results are also
summarized in Table 4.

The first objective of the research was the construction
of a virtual model as similar as possible to the real one.
The reference parameter was the “speed profile”, given by the
operating speed (i.e., the 85th percentile of speed, S85). The
operating speed registered during virtual tests was not only

usually higher than the legal speed limit (50 km/h, except for
2 sections, MC2 and MC3, in the westbound direction) but
also higher than the real speed. During the day, eastbound
speeds of between 58.25 and 72.55 km/h were recorded; in
the opposite direction, speeds were within the range 59.25 to
77.30 km/h. During the night, the eastbound speed increased
to between 50.35 and 75.40 km/h, while the westbound speed
varied between 47.35 and 75.00 km/h.

As concerns the speeds measured on site, during the real
observations, 15% of the eastbound vehicles exceeded the
speed limits both in the daytime (58.50 km/h to 72.00 km/h)
and at night (51.50 km/h to 71.30 km/h). In the opposite
direction (westbound), the operating speed in the daytime
was still above 50 km/h (56.25 km/h to 76.50 km/h), while at
night, near the S-shaped alignment, a noticeable reduction
was observed (44.53 km/h to 49.60 km/h), with a few excep-
tions.

In terms of acceleration, it was noted at the simulator
that in the daytime, the maximum eastbound deceleration
was −0.21 m/s2 (PC1 section); maximum acceleration was
0.59 m/s2 (MT2 section). At night, the maximum values of
deceleration and acceleration were−0.40 m/s2 and 1.24 m/s2,
respectively. In the opposite direction (westbound), in the
daytime, the results were very similar in the real and
virtual environments: maximum deceleration (in the PC3
section) was −0.93 m/s2, while maximum acceleration (MT1
section) was 0.59 m/s2. At night, the maximum values of
deceleration/acceleration were observed in the sections PC3
(−1.55 m/s2) and MT1 (0.79 m/s2).

In the real environment, in the daytime, the maximum
eastbound deceleration observed was −0.37 m/s2 (second
section and between sections MT1 and PC1); maximum
acceleration was 0.78 m/s2 (near PC3-MT2). During the
night, the maximum values of deceleration and acceleration
occurred on the same sections listed above and were
−0.30 m/s2 and 1.10 m/s2, respectively. In the opposite direc-
tion, maximum deceleration (section PC3) in the daytime
was −0.93 m/s2, while maximum acceleration was 0.59 m/s2

(final section MT1). At night, the maximum values of
acceleration were −2.66 m/s2 (PC3 section) and 1.10 m/s2

(MT1).
In the second phase of the research, some variations were

made to the road environment. An exact comparison was
possible between virtual and real environment when changes
could be made on the road (e.g., with vertical signs);
in other situations that could not be reproduced (new
horizontal alignment), the driving simulator was used to
predict the effect of possible changes. In either case, the
operating speeds, accelerations, and decelerations were used
as reference parameter (Figure 10).

The test performed eastbound in the daytime shows
homogeneous behavior in all the scenarios, the operating
speed varying within a range of 5% of the mean value. The
only difference worth mentioning is related to scenario E, the
only one with geometric variations. In this case, behaviors
are marked by a more stable and less jerky approach to
the curvilinear element, despite the higher mean speed
and lower acceleration/deceleration than in the other test
environments. In daytime conditions, changes to vertical
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Figure 8: Night/day operating speed (S85, km/h), eastwards (a) and westwards (b), in real environment.
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Figure 9: Night/day operating speed (S85, km/h), eastwards (a) and westwards (b), in virtual environment.
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Figure 10: Speed profile in 5 different driving environments in the
eastbound direction. Scenarios A (present layout), B (A + vertical
signs), C (A + horizontal marking), D (A + signs + marking), and
E (layout modified).

road signs and horizontal road markings also appear to have
no substantial effect.

In the opposite direction (westbound), a marked dissimi-
larity in the approach to the S-shaped curve can be observed:
the introduction of vertical warning signs and the placing of
optical markers translates into a greater adjustment of the
speed selected approaching the curve, followed by a more
stable driving behavior along the entire length of the S-bend.

The geometric modification of the layout (scenario E)
provides an improvement in terms of legibility of the road,
as demonstrated by the graph in Figure 11, which reports
the partial accelerations/decelerations between successive
control sections, referred to the 85th percentile of the
distribution of recorded accelerations. Even if higher speeds
are usually noticed because of more homogeneous properties
of the geometric elements which form the road layout,
lower variations in the dynamic parameters (acceleration,
deceleration) are registered.
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Figure 11: Profile of the accelerations in the different driving
environments, westbound direction.

For a better comparison among the scenarios, a statistical
analysis was carried out by means of matrices of probability of
mutual influence. Table 5 reports, as an example, the matrix
related to MT1 section, where each value represents the
probability that the difference in speed values could not be
due to the variation of factors but to the statistic case. In
the matrices, the number of variables to be considered can
be elevated, but in such a case, a high number of samples is
necessary.

For instance, in the daytime, from MT1 to PT2 section
(eastwards), with and without vertical signs, a probability of
42% (P = .42) that a difference between speeds could be
referred either to other concomitant causes or to casualness
is expected. At night, there is a high probability that a
difference in speeds could be due to several factors different
from the lack of signs. In the opposite direction (westwards),
the probability of a dependence between the difference on
measured speeds and the variation of considered factors
diminishes (P > .05).

The analysis of the matrix of influences gives the con-
clusion that in the virtual environment the conditioning
effect related to the different visibility conditions (day, night)
prevails on the presence of vertical signing.

Table 6 shows some extreme situations, where a proba-
bility of connection among the different factors was close to
100%, demonstrating that a difference of measured speeds is
not depending on the variation of the considered factors. It
happens westwards, in the MC2 section, inside the S-shape
curve. In the daytime, there is no dependence between speed
variations and signing presence (P = .925), as well as in the
case of contemporary variation of signing and visibility in the
daytime and at night (P = .818).

Finally, as regards the role of the type of vertical signing,
it can be mentioned that in the real environment as well
as in the virtual one, static signs are not always perceived,
because they are confused with the background and often

considered as simple “furnishings”; they do not produce
any effective coercion, as stated by the profiles of speed
and acceleration. Dynamic (intermittent) lighting combined
with the vertical signs is more efficacious and determines
more uniform driving behavior, attracting the attention of
the road users to the geometrical characteristics of the road
layout. The best result is guaranteed by the dynamic message,
which recalls the speed limit together the real speed and
the subsequent penalization to the driving licence because of
illegal behaviors.

7. Discussion and Conclusions

The study of drivers behavior in a virtual environment for
road design purposes is a research field which is sometimes
not accepted due to factors of visual technology and environ-
mental reconstruction. However, it can be demonstrated that
the driving simulator is not only a laboratory tool useful for
reproducing the trajectory of vehicles in a road environment
in a dynamic way, but also an instrument that can forecast
drivers’ behavior in different situations. During several tests
in different scenarios, a statistical comparability has been
verified between speeds measured in both the virtual and real
environment.

Along a road stretch, where the traffic was monitored in
both directions by means of operating speed and dynamic
parameters, it was observed that the succession of geometric
elements in the road layout determines various behaviors and
drivers’ different choices both in the daytime and at night.
The most important aspect is the quite good correspondence
between real and laboratory behavior, vehicle speed, acceler-
ation, and deceleration being very similar in both cases. The
simulator proves to be useful in the representation of real
behavior, but also it can become a design instrument because
it can forecast the effects of road modifications before
they are carried out (this aspect was accurately checked
in real and virtual environment). With the reproduction
of real environments in the laboratory, all design choices
can be simulated, corrected, modified, and refined in a fast
cyclic process that does not require expensive works and
adjustments; thus, a preliminary study can avoid in situ
experimentation.

The simulator allows detailed information to be acquired
on the behavior of road users (accelerations, breaking,
instantaneous speed, and trajectories) that cannot always be
measured in reality, so it becomes a valid instrument for the
evaluation of interventions aimed at improving road safety,
such as modifications to road signs, geometry, or the driving
environment in a more general sense.

A limitation to applications in the road sector regards
the oversimplification of the dynamic characteristics of the
vehicle model, in terms of inertia and destabilizing forces
while driving (especially on a curve), which unavoidably
alter the information on driving behavior with respect to the
corresponding real environment. On the other hand, a good
result is that the simplification of the environment near the
road does not appear to be relevant to driver behavior so that
more precise representations are not necessary.
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Table 5: MT1 section. Matrix of probability of mutual influence among environmental factors.

Day, eastw.
yes sign

Night, eastw.
yes sign

Day, eastw.
no sign

Night, eastw.
no sign

Day, westw.
yes sign

Night, westw.
yes sign

Day, westw.
no sign

Night, westw.
no sign

Day, eastw. yes sign 0.001 0.420 0.007 0.007 0.000 0.005 0.000

Night, eastw. yes sign 0.001 0.699 0.716 0.253 0.264 0.490

Day, eastw. no sign 0.007 0.002 0.001 0.003 0.001

Night, eastw. no sign 0.549 0.442 0.336 0.765

Day, westw. yes sign 0.171 0.436 0.341

Night, westw. yes sign 0.066 0.225

Day, westw. no sign 0.036

Night, westw. no sign

Table 6: MC2 section. Matrix of probability of mutual influence among environmental factors.

Day, eastw.
yes sign

Night, eastw.
yes sign

Day, eastw.
no sign

Night, eastw.
no sign

Day, westw.
yes sign

Night, westw.
yes sign

Day, westw.
no sign

Night, westw.
no sign

Day, eastw. yes sign 0.062 0.130 0.033 0.854 0.031 0.811 0.053

Night, eastw. yes sign 0.002 0.170 0.001 0.565 0.095 0.499

Day, eastw. no sign 0.002 0.015 0.004 0.013 0.000

Night, eastw. no sign 0.001 0.736 0.046 1.000

Day, westw. yes sign 0.002 0.925 0.002

Night, westw. yes sign 0.818 0.093

Day, westw. no sign 0.042

Night, westw. no sign

Some minor differences have been noticed in the speed
and acceleration/deceleration profiles between real and vir-
tual environment, mainly due to a relaxation in the latter
because of the implicit certainty of safety in the test (no
“surprises” were expected). Moreover, the volunteers, being
aware of participating in a trial, paid more attention to
the road environment. For this reason, the model is being
developed and completed by the insertion of external agents
that could provide variety to enliven the virtual trip.

In regard to the trajectories at the simulator, they ap-
peared to be closely related to each scenario. Little dif-
ference was possible for “badly designed” roads (scenario
A), and minimum differences were recorded in the scenarios
improved by road signs and markings. This demonstrates
that the virtual model is not only reliable for reproducing
the road layout, but also that it can be used in the
experimentation of new solutions to improve the safety of
vehicles.

The test conducted on the legibility of the road envi-
ronment by means of the insertion of signs and markings
(on the road and at the simulator) has demonstrated their
role on safety but also that their persuasiveness is highly
variable. Particularly, a statistical analysis and the definition
of matrices of probability of mutual influence has given
evidence to the fact that usually, vertical signing do not
influence in significant manner the speed along the most
critical sections (inside the S-shape curve), unless the signs
point out the risk of being fined by the police, as a con-
sequence of breaking the law.

In practice, the study puts in evidence when and how the
road environment can really be changed in order to become
more persuasive for the road users. The virtual environment
has the potential to ascertain to what degree this can be done.
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The Sensorium is a neurofeedback environment that allows people to experience signals from their nonperceptible body processes
visually and auditorily. Various (neuro-)physiological rhythms and frequencies are projected simultaneously as soundscapes and
“lightscapes” into the environment. A wireless physiological amplifier device sends signals such as EEG and ECG to a computer
for real-time processing using the modified brain-computer interface software “Thought Translation Device” (TTD). The TTD
performs signal filtering, parametric orchestral sonification, and light control. In a pilot study, 20 participants have been exposed
to their ongoing brain and heart signals while sitting inside the Sensorium, a small room equipped with a speaker and lighting
system. Almost all of them reported an increase in contentment, relaxation, happiness, and inner harmony. They also reported a
widening in their body consciousness. In future, therapeutic paradigms will be developed and the treatment effects on people with
psychosomatic diseases will be evaluated.

1. Introduction

Neurofeedback (NFB) is a method for training of self-
regulation of physiological, especially neurophysiological
body signals. It became popular in the 1970s already when
the first devices for relaxation training were offered. The
self-regulation training was mediated by visual or acoustical
real-time display of, for example, the muscular tension
measured in the electromyogram (EMG) or the amplitude
of the alpha rhythm activity of the electroencephalogram
(EEG). The measurement implies electrode sensors to be
attached to the brain or other body parts picking up
the signals ranged from μV up to mV with frequencies
between 0 and about 100 Hz. The EEG feedback era first
started to become popular after Kamiya published his studies
on operant conditioning of the EEG alpha rhythm. He
found the alpha amplitude to be connected to the state
of relaxation [1]. Since then, many biofeedback devices
appeared on the market and often, these devices have
been applied in nonscientific settings. Unfortunately, the
hypothesis of a clear connection between EEG alpha power
and relaxation could not maintain its position after further
scientific explorations. The scientific investigations of brain
physiological self regulation conducted by Sterman et al. in

1974 described the application of EEG NFB for the therapy
of patients with epilepsy [2]. Birbaumer and his group
demonstrated the human ability for self regulation of the
slow cortical potentials (SCPs); that is, EEG potential shifts
below 1 Hz [3, 4]. They also successfully applied the SCP
feedback training to patients with intractable epilepsy for
reduction of their seizure frequency [5, 6].

A major application of NFB currently is the treatment
of attention deficit and hyperactivity disorders (ADHD)
in children [7]. Kaiser and Othmer [8] did an extensive
study including 1,089 patients with moderate pretraining
deficits. In a NFB training of sensorimotor and beta waves
a significant improvement in attentiveness and impulse
control was found and positive changes as measured on the
test of variables of attention (TOVA) could be demonstrated.
Also Monastra [9] who compared the effect of treatment
with Ritalin and NFB in a sample of 100 children found
similar improvements on the TOVA and ADD evaluation
scale in both groups. Leins, Strehl et al. reported behavioral
and cognitive improvements in children with ADHD after
NFB-treatment. They compared the feedback training of
beta/theta power with feedback of slow cortical potentials
(SCPs) in two groups of 19 children (aged 8–13 years) each.
Both groups learned to regulate their EEG parameters and
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showed significant behavioural, attentional, and cognitive
improvements which remained stable in a follow-up mea-
surement six months after treatment [10, 11].

Other studies using NFB of Theta band activity success-
fully showed increases in intelligence scores and academic
performance [12]. Egner and Gruzelier found an improve-
ment in musical performance by alpha/theta NFB training
in which the participants should try to raise the theta power
over alpha [13]. Further applications of NFB can be found
in the treatment of learning disabilities, conduct disorder,
cognitive impairment, migraines, chronic pain, sleep dys-
regulation, autism-spectrum-disorders, posttraumatic stress
disorder and mild traumatic brain injury, and so forth.

NFB also was used in Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs)
for the training of direct brain-computer communication
and peripheral control via self-regulation of brain signals. In
contrast to a normal NFB device, a BCI is able to classify
a brain response to classes with intentional meaning. This
is often accomplished with certain kinds of discriminant
analysis. For example, users learned to regulate their slow
potentials so the computer could distinguish between a
positivity or negativity response [14, 15]. Others learned
to regulate their mu-rhythm activity by imagination of a
hand movement which could be detected by a classification
algorithm [16]. Further, a BCI is able to convert the
intentional brain responses into action, for example, letter
selection for verbal communication, controlling switches or
prostheses. The Thought Translation Device (TTD) used
for realizing the here described Sensorium is both, an
NFB device for feedback training of slow cortical potentials
but also oscillatory components and a BCI that allowed
completely paralyzed patients to communicate verbally using
the self regulation skills of their brain signals [17].

The advances in the field of BCI research demonstrate
that it truly is possible to self-regulate certain brain parame-
ters voluntarily with a high reliability. However, this research
also demonstrates that not every signal component is suitable
for self regulation and for some components such as the
slow waves it is highly individual whether a person can learn
voluntary regulation. The amount of alpha and sensorimotor
rhythms also has been shown to be highly individual. And
while for the NFB treatment mostly the theta, alpha or beta
waves of unspecific areas were trained, for BCI control these
components were not of interest at all. Here, it is consensus
that motor-related rhythms such as the mu-rhythm over
motor areas are the best controllable components while the
alpha rhythm can hardly be used as it is closely connected
to visual processing, and theta rhythms are connected to
drowsiness or very special states of consciousness such as
hypnagogic states or some specific styles of meditation.

Looking at the outcome of various NFB studies one
can realize that there is often a rather poor learning effect
in the neurophysiological self regulation training however
the treatment effect often shows quite impressive results
with effect sizes around 0.4–0.6 [18, 19]. This might be
the reason why some researchers even do not report the
neurobehavioral data but only the psychological behavioural
treatment outcome. Beside the research considering NFB
as an effective therapy for various different diseases, other

researchers like Loo and Barkley doubt that changing the
EEG is the actual mechanism for the decrease of symptoms
[20]. Therefore, it could be caused by a placebo effect and
rather be an unspecific treatment effect.

This would suggest that the effectiveness could be far
more assigned to the feedback itself and the setting as such
than to the self regulation skill of the patient. As a conse-
quence, NFB as such or as an intervention method can be
regarded to be suitable for positively changing psychological
variables; however, the true mechanisms still remain unclear.
This asks for a plausible explanation. Here is one attempt
or hypothesis. The specificity of NFB therapy in contrast
to other forms of medical or behavioural treatments is that
NFB very closely connects the patients’ consciousness with
their physiology. This might improve their body awareness
as well as the connection between self and body. As a
consequence, the patient may become more aware of the
relation between body and consciousness and thus create
a stronger link between both which facilitates behavioural
changes as necessary for improving ADHD symptoms for
example.

This consideration may serve as a basic mechanism for
the success of the Sensorium as a form of a NFB intervention
that optimizes the feedback experience as such without the
requirement of performing self-regulation training. The Sen-
sorium can be regarded as a whole NFB environment placing
an emphasis on an enhanced sensation and extraordinary
self-experience of the patient during a session.

2. Technical Development

2.1. A Historic Overview. The Sensorium as a multimodal
neurobiofeedback environment resulted from the devel-
opment of a multimodal brain-computer interface, the
TTD [21]. The TTD initially was designed for training
people to self-regulate their slow cortical potentials and
thereby achieve the capability to select letters through brain
responses. Using this technology, the TTD was the first
brain-computer interface that enabled completely paralyzed
patients suffering from the neurodegenerative disease amy-
otrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) to communicate with their
brain signals only [17]. In the final stage of ALS, patients can
lose all means of communication while remaining conscious.
This state is called “locked-in syndrome”. Most patients we
trained had slight muscular reactions left such as small eye
movements. However, we also encountered patients without
any sign of ocular movement abilities. These patients were
hardly able to stare at a computer screen and focus its
content which would have been necessary for a successful
EEG feedback training as all instructions and response
information were given visually. Unfortunately, especially
this group of patients could have profited most from the use
of a BCI. Therefore, we developed an auditory driven brain-
computer communication device that provided all feedback
information to the patient auditorily. The computers voice
asked a question or told the options for selection. The pitch
of a tone sequence then directly informed about the current
brain response. After this sound-mediated selection interval
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the computers voice informed about the selection response,
that is, a “yes” or “no” or the selected letters [21].

2.2. Parametric Orchestral Sonification. Similarly to other
NFB devices, this auditory BCI presented one defined brain
parameter such as the slow waves, the mu rhythm amplitude,
or a classifier result signal as a sound sequence to the user.
However, the human ear is capable of listening to and
distinguish a high number of voices, tones, or instruments
simultaneously and also find connections, correlations, and
higher complex order in acoustic sounds as we all know,
for example, from listening to music or identifying single
persons voices within a group of talking people. Similarly,
the EEG consists of a mixture of various signal components,
frequencies, and, depending on the number of electrodes,
signal channels. Therefore, it can be hypothesized that an
auditory representation of the complex EEG time series
could lead to an interesting perception and possibly provide
informative insights. For such investigations a module was
developed that could present various EEG features and
rhythms simultaneously through different (computer) musi-
cal instruments. The module and its algorithm were termed
Parametric Orchestral Sonification of EEG in Real-time
(POSER [22, 23]). There is an essential difference between
the method of sonification typically used in NFB devices and
the POSER approach. Usually, a brain rhythm or component
is filtered, mostly Fourier transformed and its amplitude is
being used as a measure for the pitch of a sound. The user is
prompted to follow and try to control the sound sequence.
In contrast, the parametric sonification approach used in the
POSER module aims on presenting the nature of the signal
as natural as possible. In other words, a theta rhythm consists
of oscillatory patterns with frequencies between 4 and 8 Hz.
Such signal changes are below the hearing threshold of 20 Hz
and cannot be perceived as sound directly. However, it can
be perceived as vibration and rhythm when modulated with
the spectrum of musical instruments. Therefore, a theta
response can be parameterized by transforming each wave
cycles amplitude into loudness and the time between two
cycles into pitch and playing an instrument at each wave cycle
maximum with those parameters. This sonification approach
maintains the rhythmic and the harmonic information of the
theta rhythm which both would get lost when transforming
the smoothed Fourier amplitudes into sound as typically
done in auditory NFB.

In recent years, other research groups independently
aimed on developing improved sonification algorithms and
programs in order to provide more or more specific infor-
mation from the brain, too. Baier et al. were working on
EEG sonification specifically to sonify epileptic seizure events
[24, 25]. The SonEnvir project of de Campo and Wallsch
is another example [26]. However, they have used different
approaches.

Applying the POSER sonification method to the various
frequency band oscillations and playing all of them simul-
taneously using a specifically chosen instrument for each
band we achieved an orchestral sonification of the EEG.
As the TTD, including the POSER module, was a real-time
processing system, users were able to listen to their actual

multiple brain rhythms online like in a brain-symphonic
live concert. Simultaneously recorded ECG signals from
the heart could be sonified accordingly and mixed to the
concert. This brain music device was used as a link between
science and art, first. A portable EEG amplifier device with
wireless transmission of the physiological data stream to the
computer in combination with shielded electrodes allowed
for movement interaction with the sonified body signals.
A project called Braindance arose from this possibility in
which a dancer showed an improvisation dance performance
to music generated live from the own actual brain signals.
This closed loop feedback experience in which cause and
effect melt and sometimes become indistinguishable is both
impressive for the dancer and the audience. The project
including a discussion on possible movement artifacts was
reported in [27].

2.3. The SymPOSER Sonification and Illumination Algorithm.
For the development of the Sensorium, the POSER soni-
fication software module was completely reprogrammed.
The new system and algorithm was called SymPOSER. It
includes a modified sonification algorithm plus a system
for parameterized light control. Parts of the software were
programmed in portable C++ classes so they can be used
either directly in the TTD or in external hardware devices for
sonification and light control which we also have available.
Additionally, for the TTD a comfortable setup and sound
configuration tool was programmed. In the following, a
short description of the functional elements of the software
is given.

SymPOSER consists of three basic processing classes, a
filter class, a Midi control class, that is, the sonification
class and a light control class. A central parameter container
class holds all filter, Midi, and light control parameters.
The filter class contains two selectable types of signal filters,
an FIR (Finite Impulse Response) band pass filter, and an
IIR (Infinite Impulse Response) filter that can either be
configured as band pass, high or low pass filter. Such filters
can be used for separation of the typical EEG frequency
bands but also for the isolation or extraction of meaningful
components within an ECG or other physiological signals.
The filtered data stream can either be directly used as
output signal, or be subject to further processing such as
the calculation of the band power, the identification of wave
extremes which later can be used for triggering the touch of
a note, and the conversion of the time between two maxima
into a frequency output. This provides four different output
signals of a filter class. For each frequency band or signal
component a separate instance of the filter class is created
as shown in Figure 1. The second base class, the Midi class is
the sonification unit which transforms the signals provided
by the filter class into Midi commands and sends them to the
Midi device. Four different parameters of a Midi note can
be modulated by any of the filter output signals. These are
note, touch velocity, pitch, and amplitude. With pitch and
amplitude modulation, a continuously played tone can alter
its frequency or loudness resulting in a vibrato or frequency
modulation in accordance to a brain signal. A common
sonification setting uses the wave trigger output to initiate a
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Figure 1: Block diagram and structure of the SymPOSER module. The SymPOSER framework contains instances of the three classes, a filter
class, a Midi class for sonification, and a light control class. Each instance of the filter class provides the filtered signals for sonification or
light control. Each Midi instance can sonify one EEG component that is played by a specific instrument.
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Figure 2: General overview of the multisensory and multimedial feedback system. The TTD software is installed on a PC and is used for data
acquisition and preprocessing of the EEG and peripheral signals such as the Electrocardiogram (ECG), skin conductance, or respiration. It is
also capable of on-line brain state classification. The SymPOSER module transforms the signals into sound and light. For driving an external
feedback environment the sound should be presented over a stereo speaker system and the light control signal is sent to a DMX control unit
for driving any studio lighting system.
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sound that is played with the pitch (note modulation) of the
frequency output and the velocity according to the amplitude
of the wave cycle. The note modulation can be tuned to 12
tone music, major, minor, or pentatonic harmony. Each Midi
instance is able to play one instrument which can be selected
out of 127 instruments according to the Midi wavetable to
which the system is linked. Similarly to the Midi class, a
number of light control instances transform the signal into
light values sent to a DMX interface that controll a light
system. The DMX standard is a serial interface standard
used in professional studio and theatre lighting systems.
Any output signal from the filter instances can be used to
modulate multicoloured lighting devices.

For setting up the parameters a visual interface was
programmed that allows to overview and change the param-
eters of all instances. Another program tool was created
that provides the option for managing preset parameters
and a further tool contains a sequencer for running various
sonification settings in a sequence. This was used in the
Sensorium study to present a fixed sequence of varying
sonifications during a session in a standardized manner
for each participant. Figure 1 gives an overview of the
SymPOSER components as a module of the TTD.

2.4. The Feedback Environment. The complete signal dia-
gram is illustrated in Figure 2. Basically, a PC or Notebook
PC is required for running the TTD software. The TTD
is capable of interfacing about ten different types of EEG
and physiological amplifier systems. When connecting the
Nexus 10 amplifier device or the Brainquiry PET device,
one can measure and present EEG and pulse, respiration
and skin conductance simultaneously. Those two devices are
portable and transmit the signals wireless via Bluetooth to
the computer. The TTD performs the signal processing and
conversion into sound and light using the above described
SymPOSER algorithms. Additional sampler software can
be used to convert the MIDI commands generated by the
SymPOSER into high-quality sound for being presented with
a good sounding stereo amplifier and loudspeaker system.
The light stimuli are sent via USB to a DMX interface that
allows for driving any studio light system. We have built two
types of lighting devices for the Sensorium. The first are 4
colored spot lights (red, green, blue, and yellow) with 50 W
each which is suitable for indirect illumination of blank walls
or curtains in a small environment. The second device is
a white semitransparent ball that is enlightened by colored
super bright LEDs from inside. This ball can be used as a
visual focus connecting the user’s consciousness with the
light ball. Through the use of a small portable amplifier the
user has a high degree of freedom to either sit or lie down or
even move the body in the environmental room.

According to Figure 3, we have tested the Sensorium
version with indirect diffuse illumination meaning that the
color and light filled the whole visual field. Signals from
within the body were thus projected by sound and light into
the surrounding space creating an individual and temporally
changing atmosphere. Here, as an effect on consciousness
we expected a more widening than introspective experience.
The room itself should be as neutral as possible so that the

stimulation alone is in charge of determining the conscious
experience. Before exposed to the stimulation the users
should be informed about the fact that every instrument
or sound they hear and every change in light or color will
be initiated by their own body signals. The technology was
intended to be as invisible or remote as possible in order to
keep the experience as pure as possible. This should create
a unite consciousness between the outer experience and the
own body or self.

3. Pilot Study

3.1. Study Design. 20 healthy people (mean age 38 years,
11 f/9 m) have participated in a Sensorium session separately.
Ten of them had meditation experience with an average total
practice time of 644 hours, the other ten were nonmeditators.
Eight from 10 meditators had more than 500 hours of expe-
rience. The sessions took place either in a small meditation
room, or in the EEG measurement cabin of the Institute
of Environmental Health Sciences at the University Clinic
Freiburg, Germany in which the feedback environment was
installed. After signing their informed consent, participants
filled in a short introductionary questionnaire. They were
seated on a meditation cushion. Five Ag/AgCl electrodes were
attached to their body; one was a grounding electrode on the
shoulder. ECG was measured with two electrodes between
sternum and the left costal arch. One channel of EEG was
measured with two electrodes between one mastoid and the
position CPz of the 10/20 electrode system. After testing
the signal quality the participants were instructed that the
session will last for about 15 minutes in which they should
sit relaxed with open eyes and just experience the lights and
soundscape being aware that all changes of light and sound
and all touches of an instrument will be initiated by a signal
that was currently produced by their own body, that is, by
their brain or heart. Then, the session was started while the
experimenter remained in the background or outside the
chamber. After the session, the participant could share the
experience with the experimenter. Each session consisting of
the introduction, setting up of electrodes, the actual session
of about 15 minutes duration, a short discussion afterwards,
and filling in a questionnaire lasted about 30 to 40 minutes.
The final questionnaire asked for the personal experiences
and allowed for performance ratings of the device.

3.2. Stimulus Design. The selection of sound and light
stimuli in such kind of experiments is both an aesthetical
and a scientific question. For obtaining high quality sounds
the internal sound card was not appropriate. Therefore, the
MIDI commands generated by the SymPOSER module were
sent to an additional software sampler program offering an
improved sound quality.

The beginning and final phase of the session was
occupied with the basic sound of the heartbeat. The ECG
was sonified with two instruments, a smooth deep bass,
played at each R-peak and the ECG Padmix, that is, a drone
sound with water drop like tingles played with the R, P,
and T peaks of the ECG. After the initial first minute of
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Figure 4: The sound and light design is depicted in a time flow graph. Inside the bars, the EEG component and the associated
instrumentation are named. While the sound patterns changed during the time, the light parameters were kept constant.

ECG, a smooth flute sound started playing the amplitude
changes of the ultraslow potential changes (USP) between
0.01 and 0.2 Hz. In addition, the delta frequencies between 1
and 4 Hz were added with strings. During the time between
5:15 minutes and 8:00 minutes the 4–8 Hz theta waves were
played with a vibraphone. In the middle of the session, the
slow cortical potentials between 0.01 and 1 Hz were played
by harp sounds. In this setting, we preferably intended to
use preferably slow EEG components which were supposed
to calm down the organism and more easily allow tuning
into the signal variations and rhythms. Also, it seemed to
be more supportive when avoiding fast changes in the lights
and flashes. Therefore, the USP were coded into a blue-red
contrast. Positive slow potential shifts as generated on the
cortex in relaxing moments should lead to a blue coloured
environment while negative shifts normally reflect attentive

moments in which the brain produces a readiness state (i.e.,
the “Bereitschaftspotenzial”) which turned the environment
into red. This archetypical association between colour and
state could result in an intensification of a certain state
(which was not proven here). The smoothed band power of
the alpha rhythm was used to modulate the brightness of a
green spotlight that superpositioned the other lights. In the
first sessions, a yellow peripheral spotlight was modulated
with the heartbeat. As this appeared to be distractive for some
people, this yellow spotlight was no longer used in the later
sessions. Figure 4 illustrates the sound and light sequencing.

3.3. Results

3.3.1. Quantitative Results. After the session the participants
had to fill in a final questionnaire assessing the subjective
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Figure 5: The upper left graph shows the total meditation experience for each of the 20 participants. The last 10 participants were non-
meditators. The remaining 7 graphs show the ratings of the Sensorium session as a tendency towards the entitled emotional state. Zero
means that there was no state change before and after the session. Negative values indicate a contrary effect.

Table 1: Quantitative statistical results of personal data and subjective ratings of the emotional effect after a Sensorium session. The two
groups meditators and non-meditators were separated in this analysis.

Variable Age
Meditation
Experience
(hours)

Relaxed Wide
Harmo-
nized

Happy Content Luck Love

Meditators
46.6 (±
6.9)

643.9 (±342) 1.3 (±2.1 ) 1.7 (±1.6 ) 1.9 (± 1.7) 2.0 (± 0.9) 2.5 (± 0.8) 1.5 (±1.4 ) 1.9 (± 1.3)

Non-
Meditators

29.2 (±
13.4)

0 (±0 ) 2.3 (±0.9) 2.5 (±1.1) 2.3 (±1.3 ) 1.7 (±1.1 ) 2.4 (± 0.7 ) 1.7 (±1.0 ) 1.6 (±1.2 )

experiences during the session. This questionnaire was
divided into two parts. The first was asking for tendencies in
the emotional changes and changes in states of consciousness
caused by the session. These were quantitative reports as
answers were assessed in rating scales between −4 and
4. The participants had to describe their emotional state
tending (or not) towards relaxation, wideness, harmony,
happiness, satisfaction, luck, and love. Table 1 summarizes
the quantitative results, separately for meditators and non-
meditators. The major difference between both groups is a

better relaxing and widening effect for non-meditators. All
differences between non-meditators and meditators of the
emotional reports were non-significant. As this was a pilot
study with very few subjects for each group, such comparison
cannot be taken too serious.

The positive tendency of the emotional states for each
participant separately is visible in Figure 5. The reason for
the nonrelaxing effect reported by some people in the first
sessions could be associated with the distractive yellow heart
beat light.
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3.3.2. Qualitative Reports. The second part of the question-
naire collected qualitative data. The participants were given
the opportunity to describe in their own words their personal
impressions and feelings they had during and after the
session. Regarding the general spontaneous impression after
the session they predominantly gave positive feedback. 12
statements were generally positive like “fascinating”, “inter-
esting”, “novel, unique experience”, or “intensive experience”.
In 7/20 participants the session initiated reactions like
“experience of an enhanced consciousness” and descriptions
addressing the facilitation of self-perception were given by
another 6 participants. Some impressions were interindivid-
ually oppositional such as 5 persons described the session
as relaxing and calming and other 5 persons described a
stimulating and intensive experience. The relaxing effect
pertains to a greater degree for the non-meditators (see
Figure 6(a)). Only one entry mentioned some discomfort
by the flood of information and another person missed the
obvious connection between inner and outer perception.
These were the two negative entries.

Participants also were asked whether they had the
impression of a connection between the light and sound
stimuli and themselves. (“Have you had the impression of
a connection between the stimulation and yourself?”) 9/20
answered this question with yes, 3/20 with little, 3/20 said
no, and another 3/20 reported a process of adaptation.

In a further question, the effect on the body awareness
was assessed. As illustrated in Figure 7, 15/20 persons expe-
rienced an increase of their bodily awareness. In six other
entries, the experience of unity concerning to the “own”
music and light was described. Four persons emphasized the
effect of relaxation during the session. Two of the meditator
participants felt themselves irritated through the flickering
light which was used in the first sessions.

Figure 8 shows the answers for the mental effect of
the session. Despite the impressions were quite individual
the mental effects were described positive in most entries.
Important aspects were the effects of relaxation, quieting,
and alteration of consciousness. The latter was reported by
five meditators. Negative effects were again targeted towards
the flickering light within the first sessions and the difficulty
of a person to calm down the thought, which is generally a
major difficulty in meditation.

4. Conclusion

The Sensorium can be regarded as a novel approach of neu-
rofeedback to create a unifying multisensory experience with
the own body, the body rhythms, and the self. In contrast to
conventional neurofeedback devices the Sensorium focuses
on the conscious experiencing of the complex body signals
rather than on the self-regulation of a specific component.
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It has been demonstrated in a pilot study that this sound
and light environment is a powerful tool to guide people
into various experiences and alter their consciousness, body
and mental awareness in a positive and conscious way. The
initial results encourage us to implement a self-stabilizing
and health supporting intervention for patients with psycho-
somatic disorders and psychological disturbances and also
for people without pathological diagnosis in the near future.
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It is evident that a lot of accidents occur because of drowsiness or inattentiveness of the driver. The logical consequence is that
we have to find methods to better analyze the driver. A lot of research has been spent on camera-based systems which focus on
the driver’s eye gaze or his head movement. But there are few systems that provide camera-free driver analyzing. This is the main
goal of the work presented here which is structured in three phases, with the operational goal of having a working driver analyzer
implemented in a car. The main question is: is it possible to make statements concerning the driver and his state by using vehicle
data from the CAN Bus only? This paper describes the current state of driver analyzing, our overall system architecture, as well as
future work. At the moment, we focus on detecting the driving style of a person.

1. Introduction

Driver analysis (DA) has been an active field of research for
years. For example, [1] published an article about driver
monitoring already in 2005.

Among others, DA can be divided in the following
subtopics: driver monitoring, driving style analysis, and
merging vehicle data to derive conclusions concerning the
driver (The word driver means both, female as well as male
drivers. This is also relevant for words like “his” or “him”
which reflect also both, female as well as male persons.) and
his environment. For our research work, we focus on the
following aspects.

(i) How can the state of the driver be detected without
using a camera or realtime biosensor data like a
electrocardiogram (ecd)?

(ii) How can we support the driver, depending on his
actual driving situation, based on the results of the
driver state detection?

Driver monitoring is usually performed by cameras installed
in the car for detecting the driver’s behavior or state, mostly
by using infrared cameras ([2, 3], or [1]).

There are also first results for noncamera based research
on driver analysis: By analyzing analog speed graphs, Rygula

[4] makes conclusions about the driving style, speed profile
and, depending on driving time and course, aggressiveness of
the driver. Therefore, he evaluated ten analog speed graphs
for two drivers by comparing their speed profile, their profile
referring to the distance, or referring to route and direction.
Rygula states that “Even a brake of 45 minutes reduce
aggressivity of driving style” ([4, page 79]).

A different approach is the research on context recog-
nition in vehicles and the development of a driver model.
Ferscha and Riener [5] describe this process of in-car context
recognition and building a driver comodel.

2. Basic Architectural Considerations

There is no real “driver analyzing concept car” yet which
offers a real-time system that works without camera or
biosensors. We plan to build up a driver analyzing system
during the next two years which is able to draw conclusions
on the driver’s condition. We have divided this task into
subtopics of increasing complexity:

(i) driver preferences,

(ii) driving style analysis,

(iii) driver state.
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Figure 1: Recorded speed data of sporty and ecological driving over a time of 5 minutes.

This structure helps us to get a better understanding of the
environment and the tasks of a driver. First, we have to learn
the favourite settings of the driver. Without any knowledge
of the driver, it would not be possible to make a statement
about his state. With the driving style analyses, we can again
improve our knowledge of the driver. Knowing the driving
style, for example, sporty, is also a needed input value for the
next module, the driver state. The driver state is the main
topic in our research on driver analyzing. While the first top-
ics were needed to learn the driver preferences and to learn
the driving style, we want to learn within this section the
driver’s condition, focusing on drowsiness, attentiveness, and
stress. This means that we use the information gathered from
the first two modules and merge it with additional input
signals, for example, time between using the infotainment
system, time to lane crossing, or environmental information
like weather or outdoor temperature. Each module can be
seen as a precondition for the next module.

Because of the fact that we use a fully equipped concept
car, we do not need any external equipment (e.g. a GPS
mouse for getting speed and position) and use only data
available on the CAN bus-mainly on the comfort CAN
bus. This decision is also advantageous for future projects,
because the CAN bus is a standardized system and every
vehicle platform has almost the same information on the
CAN buses.

For the driver preferences, we focus on climate control
settings. The climate data on the CAN bus include clear
and structured data, for example, temperature, fan pace, or
air distribution. We concentrate on climate settings, because
changing the temperature and the air distribution can be
seen as an indicator for, example given, fatigue [6]. Next, we
plan to analyze the driving style. This can be done by analyz-
ing data like, for example, speed, engine load, or brake pres-
sure. Possible driving styles could be driving in a sporty way
or environmentally friendly (see [7]). Analyzing the speed
profile is necessary due to the fact that, for example, tired
drivers tend to drive from very sporty through to aggressive.

Combined with the preferences from part one, we can say
that driver X sets the temperature in the vehicle to 23 degrees
and drives, for example, in a sportive fashion.

3. System Architecture

The architecture of our system is divided in several parts. At
the beginning, we have to identify the CAN messages needed
and establish a stable connection between our system and the
CAN bus system of the car. Therefore, not every message is
useful. What we need are data which depend somehow on
the driver’s interaction with the car. For example, the engine
temperature is not a good indicator for drowsiness. Examples
for appropriate parameters are speed, rounds per minute,
acceleration and yaw rate, pedal movement, steering wheel
angle, travel time, or using the multimedia or navigation
system, because they reflect the driver’s behavior or allow
inferences on the driver’s state. For a better understanding,
Figure 1 shows the graph of recorded, useful speed data.
Afterwards, we have to perform data fusion. This means that
we must merge and evaluate the information included in the
different messages. Depending on the respective module, the
analysis method can change. There are several aspects which
influence the selection process for the right method. Choos-
ing the right method for each module will surely be one of
the most important parts. On the one hand, we have to define
learning algorithms to get an intelligent system; on the other
hand, we must define rules for certain driving situations. We
plan to measure the state on long-term trips with a driving
duration of at least 45 minutes. Moreover, we restrict the
system to only measure on highways or state roads.

Although we restrict the system to long-term trips and
street type, there are some situations where the system might
not be able to work correct. One factor is of course the driver
himself. If he ignores the proposals, we cannot force the
driver to adherence the instruction of the system. Also, envi-
ronmental factors like snow, clear ice, as well as traffic jams or
accidents might lead to a wrong state detection. Last but not
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least, unforeseen cases of emergency (like imminent child-
birth or someone being injured) might lead to a failure, too.

With the result of the data fusion, we, and accordingly the
system, can make a description of the current situation and
provide it to a personal information agent as an input value.
Based on this value, the information agent is able to start
different applications or services, depending on the driving
situation. This process is illustrated in Figure 2.

4. Current State of the System

Due to the fact that we use CAN data, we log the messages
on the bus during test drives. After having identified all
the needed messages on the CAN bus, we make first mea-
surements on a test track from the Continental Automotive
GmbH. The main reason for using this test track is that we
have consistent conditions on it. This is an ongoing process,
because we need more and new data over the time. Instead
of implementing every new version directly in the car, we
use MatLab as our basic development tool. As soon as the
algorithms work correctly, we implement them in the vehicle
framework and test them outside the test track in real traffic
scenarios.

At the moment, we are working on the driver preferences
and the driving style analyses. To verify the output of
the algorithms, we have implemented a tool which allows
the driver to register his driving style explicitly. Therefore,
we installed a small touch-screen over the dashboard, on
which the driver can enter his driving mode by clicking the
respective button. He can choose between ECOLOGICAL,
SPORTIVE, or COMFORT. Every click is registered and
timestamped in a log file. This allows us to compare the
output of the algorithms with the real driving situation very
exactly.

Based on the android system, we also implemented an
application for a mobile device. This application (app) is
a data logger for the standardized on-board diagnostics 2
(OBD2). The app works in combination with an external
connector including a bluetooth chip. This connector is
plugged into the OBD2 interface of the car and after pairing
the mobile device with the connector and pushing the start
button, speed, rounds per minute, engine load, and throttle

Figure 3: OBD2 Logger. One can see the three modes ecological
(green), sporty (red), and comfort (blue), as well as the start button
at the lower left and the stop button downright.

position are logged in a data base until the stop button is
pushed. During logging, the driver has the possibility to
rate his driving style as follows: ECOLOGICAL, SPORTIVE,
or COMFORT (see Figure 3). Another possibility would be
that the driver first sets his driving mode (e.g. sporty) and
afterwards tries to drive like this for at least 3 or 4 minutes.
But measurements showed that this is (a) not as exactly as the
version described above and that (b) it is more dangerous,
because the risk for the driver on the highway rises by forcing
a sporty driving style. Due to the fact that these OBD2 data
are in some kind similar to the CAN data, we can collect data
sets from different persons in different cars without having
access to the CAN bus.

5. Future Work

In the near future, we plan to set up a first version of module
one and two in our test vehicle. Based on these experiences,
we want to improve our procedures for logging, analyzing,
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and implementing. Moreover, we need the results of the first
implementations for choosing the right analyzing methods.
In the long run, we have to develop new methods for
combining the modules and new algorithms for interpreting
the vehicle data correctly. Driver state modeling will also be a
major challenge.
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